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Prediction is very difficult,
especially if it’s about the future.

— Niels Bohr1

1 Shapiro (2006, p. 92)
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E X E C U T I V E S U M M A RY

The research on PCBA demand forecasting has been conducted at
Neways Electronics. The company produces printed circuit-board as-
semblies, which can be seen as the components of electronic systems.
The standard production process within Neways consists of placing
electronic components on the bare printed circuit boards (PCBs), by
machine or hand, and testing the products with specialized test equip-
ment. One of the more important aspects in this industry, is the syn-
chronization of supply and demand. Suppliers are expected to be able
to fulfill demand within a certain time frame, but also should mini-
mize inventory and labor costs in order to stay competitive. In this
light, an effective and reliable sales forecast can aid in increasing the
operational efficiency by reducing the stock levels and allowing for
better labor and capacity scheduling (Chang et al., 2007).

With the demand being shaped by unknown independent and de-
pendent variables, in addition to following a non-linear pattern, a
fuzzy evolving algorithm may be seen as a good approach for real-
world forecasting problems (Birek et al., 2014). The strength of a fuzzy
approach is the ability to divide the time-series into a set of smaller ar-
eas that follow linear patterns, these areas can be described with first
order equations. In combination with a self learning algorithm, it is
be possible to describe complex patterns and increase the accuracy
of the forecast. This makes evolving Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy systems
very well suited for this case. The main research question is therefore
specifically centered around evolving fuzzy system (eFS) algorithms
and application to demand forecasting;

Can a firm increase the accuracy of customer forecasts
through the incorporation of an evolving fuzzy algorithm?

This thesis is novel in two ways; first of all, to the author‘s knowl-
edge, this will be the first research on the application of an evolving
fuzzy Takagi-Sugeno (eTS) system to demand forecasting and PCBAs
in specific. Besides this, a substantial amount of effort has been di-
rected towards the implementation of the eTS algorithm in the r sta-
tistical programming language, facilitating additional research and
comparisons on the evolving algorithm.

evolving fuzzy algorithms

The use of fuzzy sets allows for the incorporation of real-world con-
structs and helps to move beyond the crisp, black-and-white notation
of classical set theory. Moreover, fuzzy set theory may be the key to
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Figure 1: High level algorithm overview

describe factors that are difficult to process with traditional set the-
ory. With many socio-economic factors involved in the forecasting of
demand (or in fact, any other time series concerning demand, prices
or other economic construct), forecasting mechanisms using fuzzy set
theory show promising results. As a natural extension, evolving fuzzy
systems are known to perform well in accommodating changing cir-
cumstances as they have the ability to change their internal structure
(Angelov & Buswell, 2002). The implementation of the algorithm is
based on the work by Angelov & Filev (2004),an overview can be
seen in figure 1.

The implementation in the r statistical programming language has
been verified by means of a benchmark on the Mackey-Glass nonlin-
ear time delay differential equation, and performed as expected.

demand forecasting

The application of the algorithm has been guided with the CRISP
Data Mining framework. Together with domain experts at Neways,
several exogenous variables have been selected to serve as input for
the model (e. g. stock indices and market sentiment figures). Com-
bined with historical demand values (yt−1) they served as the learn-
ing vector for the model.

The initial efforts focused on a weekly forecast per stock keeping
unit (SKU) for 8 weeks ahead. The algorithm was not able to improve
the customer forecasts by a significant margin because it was averag-
ing the demand. After examination it was found that this behavior
was caused by the algorithm ignoring periods with constant or zero
demand. By using a monthly aggregation level, the demand was ex-
pected to follow a pattern on which the algorithm would perform
better, since periods without demand would occur less frequently.

After the adjustment the algorithm was able to outperform both
the 2 month ahead customer forecast as well as other evolving algo-
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Figure 2: An implementation scenario

rithms. The average improvement in prediction accuracy by using the
ReTS algorithm over the customer forecast, is found to be around 28%
(tested on four products). Furthermore, simulation results show a re-
duction in inventory levels of 43% and an estimated decrease in costs
of 36 %. This can be seen as a substantial improvement and strong
evidence in favor of the application of the algorithm to demand fore-
casting.

Furthermore, the improved forecasts are expected to help to reduce
inventories, decrease the communication with suppliers and increase
the overall utilization. These results can only be achieved if concrete
actions for end–users can be deducted from the forecasts. For this
reason ways to incorporate the monthly forecasts are investigated.
Two scenarios are suggested, with the hybrid alternative expected to
be the best solution (figure 2).

conclusions and further research

This research has resulted in a proof–of–concept of the algorithm
applied to demand forecasting at SKU–level in the electronic man-
ufacturing services (EMS) industry. The results have been success-
ful, providing possibilities for further research in this area. To refer
back to the research question, the figures may speak for themselves;
at least for the 4 products that have been examined, an average im-
provement in terms of forecasting accuracy of 28% has been realized
for the monthly forecasts. The question may therefore be answered
positive, as it is very likely for firms to increase the forecasting ac-
curacy (over the supplied customer forecasts) by using an evolving
fuzzy algorithm.

A useful area to expand upon would be the effect of other variants
of the algorithm on forecasting results. In addition, for the implemen-
tation of the algorithm at Neways, suggestions are given on how to
conduct a cost–benefit analysis and implement a forecasting support
system (FSS).
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Part I

I N T R O D U C T I O N



1
P R O B L E M I N T R O D U C T I O N A N D M E T H O D O L O G Y

This chapter contains an in depth review of the approach taken for
this thesis.

1.1 problem relevance

With the start of the Dutch top-sector governmental policy in early
2013, more emphasis has been put on specific, well-performing ar-
eas of the Dutch economy (Kamp & Dekker, 2013). The company at
which the research is being conducted, is operating in one of these
sectors, the high-tech industry. This sector is positioned as a high
value, high mix and high complexity industry, serving a niche market.
Extensive collaboration between various specialized suppliers and re-
search institutes is required in order to stay competitive in a global
economy.

The research is conducted at Neways Advanced Applications, a
Tier–2 electronic manufacturing services (EMS) provider headquar-
tered in The Netherlands. Neways operates on a make-to-order base
for large original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), the division is
primarily focused on the manufacturing of electronics (although other
divisions of the Neways group are offering design services to the
same customer base). The Advanced Applications (AA) division pro-
duces printed circuit-board assemblies, which can be seen as the
components of electronic systems. The standard production process
within Neways AA consists of placing electronic components on the
bare printed circuit boards (PCBs), by machine or hand, and testing
the products with specialized test equipment. Optionally, the PCBAs
are mounted in the actual customer end-product (mostly server cabi-
nets).

One of the main aspects of collaboration in this industry, is the
synchronization of supply and demand. Suppliers are expected to be
able to fulfill demand within a certain time frame, but also should
minimize inventory and labor costs in order to stay competitive. In
this light, an effective and reliable sales forecast can aid in increasing
the operational efficiency by reducing the stock levels and allowing
for better labor and capacity scheduling (Chang et al., 2007).

The electronic manufacturing services (EMS) market is known to
be susceptible to the economic cycle which complicates forecasting
demand. This effect is amplified as a result of the typical high-mix,
low-volume (HMLV) demand of customers (order sizes usually range
from 1 to 200 units). Customers of Neways do supply demand fore-
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1.2 high level problem description 3

casts but other external information is also used by managers to in-
crease the accuracy.

The external information available differs per customer. One ma-
jor customer for example, is a producer of photo-lithography equip-
ment for the semiconductor industry. This industry is characterized
by a low amount of end-users who use these products (such as wafer
scanners) in their foundries. Because of this the market is quite trans-
parent with all end-customers are known. For this reason, managers
at Neways use business reports by information technology research
companies (e.g. Gartner, Forrester) on the semiconductor industry to
augment customer forecasts. In addition, the manufacturing of semi-
conductors requires highly precise equipment and advanced produc-
tion facilities. As a result of this, the construction of new foundries
may be seen as highly capital intensive and the speed of new in-
vestments also depends on the climate of the capital markets. The
construction of fab 1 by Globalfoundries for example, required an in-
vestment of more than 7 billion USD (Globalfoundries, 2014). For this
reason, it could be possible to include data on capital markets to im-
prove customer forecasts.

As mentioned previously, the external information differs per cus-
tomer, the way of working however is identical; Managers enhance
customer forecasts with external data. Currently no structured method
has been defined of incorporating this information in a rigorous and
precise way.

1.2 high level problem description

With the apparent cyclical component in the demand, combined with
the strong level of innovation in the semiconductor industry (Lee,
2002), the demand is expected to follow a non linear pattern. In ad-
dition, products are known to have short life-cycle that is difficult to
predict. The essence of the problem of printed circuit board assem-
bly (PCBA) demand forecasting can be generalized to a challenge of
predicting non–linear time series.

This thesis is specifically aimed at understanding evolving fuzzy
systems (eFS), as these algorithms are known to perform well in
these kind of situations (Angelov, 2010). The three aspects shaping
this thesis can be seen in figure 3. The basis of this thesis is formed
by PCBA demand forecasting. As this is essentially a time series anal-
ysis, general forecasting methods are also examined. Another major
element are the analysis of evolving fuzzy systems, with evolving
Takagi-Sugeno algorithms specifically.
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Figure 3: The main elements in this thesis

1.3 research question

The forecast is dependent on numerous variables which are difficult
to know and understand in advance. Small changes on financial mar-
kets for example, could cause delayed investments at foundries, re-
sulting in a sudden drop of demand at the involved company. Be-
sides this, from experience, it is known that the demand is prone
to seasonal factors, e. g. around holiday periods, demand usually de-
clines.

With the demand being shaped by unknown independent and de-
pendent variables in addition to following a non-linear pattern, a
fuzzy evolving algorithm may be seen as a good approach for real-
world forecasting problems (Birek et al., 2014). The strength of a fuzzy
approach is the ability to divide the time-series into a set of smaller
areas that follow linear patterns, that can be described with first or-
der equations. In combination with a self learning algorithm, it may
be possible to describe complex patterns and increase the accuracy
of the forecast. Evolving Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy systems may be very
well suited to the case described in section 1.1. The research question
and derived subquestions are therefore specifically centered around
evolving fuzzy system (eFS) algorithms and application to demand
forecasting;

Main research question;

Can a firm increase the accuracy of customer forecasts through the
incorporation of an evolving fuzzy algorithm?

Subquestions;

a What is the theory behind evolving fuzzy systems (eFS)? Ch. 3 & 4

a.1 What kind of different types of eFS exist? Ch. 3 – intro

a.2 What are the current applications of eFS? Sec. 3.1 & 3.2



1.4 methodology 5

b How can the results of the evolving fuzzy system be verified and
validated? Sec. 4.5 & 4.6

c How can evolving fuzzy systems be used for forecasting customer
demand in an on–line fashion? Ch. 6

d What activities are necessary for the realization of the eFS? Ch. 5

d.1 How are current forecasts incorporated in the supply chain? Ch. 2

d.2 Which data is available and how can it be incorporated in fore-
casts? Sec. 6.1

d.3 What are the expected gains and how can they be measured? Sec. 6.5

d.4 What steps should be taken for actual implementation? Sec. 6.6

1.4 methodology

In terms of software engineering, traditional models such as the wa-
terfall methodology have a focus which may prove to be too wide.
Besides engineering an artifact, much emphasis has been put on defin-
ing requirements, implementation and maintenance. Because of this,
these methods may not capture the essence of the research and are
unsuitable for use in a project of this nature.

This research could however be viewed of as a type of formal mod-
eling, commonly used in operations research. An early attempt to
formalize methodologies in OR was made by Mitroff et al. (1974),
who deducted four phases in OR; 1- conceptualization, 2- modeling,
3- model solving and 4- implementation (figure 4).

Conceptual
Model

Scientific 
Model

Solution

Reality,
Problem 
Situation

Conceptualization

Implementation
Model
Solving

Modeling

Validation

Feed    back
(narrow  sense)

Figure 4: Modeling in operations research (Mitroff et al., 1974)

There are some discrepancies between research on forecasting mod-
els and other fields in OR however. Mitroff et al. (1974) concludes that
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the research is seeking for a perfect fit between the model and real-
ity. Nevertheless, forecasting, by its very nature, is never a perfect
representation of reality as some systems are inherently vague and
uncertain. This behavior in fact, may be a result of the quantum me-
chanical properties of the universe (Hilgevoord & Uffink, 2014) such
as proven by De Broglie and Heisenberg‘s uncertainty principle (ob-
viously outside the scope of this text).

Moreover, the constructed model used in operations research (OR)
can be regarded as the means to a goal, such as the optimization of
a planning algorithm for example. In contrast, the model synthesized
in this research, will serve as the final artifact or solution to the hypoth-
esis. Despite these differences, the methodology may be suited to be
used for the research on forecasting models, although some aspects
may require a different interpretation. The outline of the research is
included as block diagram in appendix A. This section will proceed
with an explanation and interpretation of the phases based on the
work of Mitroff et al. (1974).

- Conceptual model; The description of the conceptual model should
contain concepts and terms accepted in the research field. Since
the study expands on previous work it is important to firmly
ground the model by referencing previous literature on similar
models. (appendix B)

- Scientific model; This phase is geared towards the design of the
model. The model should be presented in formal, mathematical
terms to allow for simulation. (chapter 4)

- Solution and proof; The model should be realized in a program-
ming language and tested on actual data. The proof of the model
is usually given in the form of a comparison with other mod-
els. For hybrid forecasting, results are usually compared to a
standard regression model (e. g. autoregressive moving aver-
age (ARIMA)) and single soft-computing solutions (e. g. neu-
ral networks (NN)). Differences are given in terms of change in
non–dimensional error index (NDEI), root mean squared error
(RMSE) or other forecasting error measures. (part 5.4.3)

- Insights; The final phase could be seen as an examination and
conclusion on the results. The results should be considered in
the context of the forecasting problems and may contain sugges-
tions on further research. (chapter 7)

1.5 scope

This research is limited to the forecasting of the demand of a individ-
ual products for one specific customer (stock keeping unit or SKU–
level demand forecasting). Even though multiple non evolving algo-
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rithms are reviewed in the literature study, the actual implementation
is only composed of a single evolving fuzzy algorithm. In addition,
while the implementation is undoubtedly a very important factor for
the algorithm to succeed in a real world application, this will not be
covered in this research as the focus is more on application in stead
of implementation of such a system. The investigation will therefore
only include a proof–of–concept of the algorithm applied to a real–
world situation. In addition to the proof–of–concept, a scenario anal-
ysis is conducted to assess the cost benefits of using a different fore-
casting algorithm. To provide insights on the implementation, two
scenarios have been provided that focus on the implementation of a
forecasting support system (FSS).

1.6 thesis outline

Chapter 2 will review the problem in more detail. First it describes the
planning procedures used for manufacturing resources and capacity.
This is followed by a review of the current incorporation of customer
forecasts and the final section covers the hypothesized results of using
the improved forecasts.

The thesis continues with an extensive investigation of evolving
fuzzy systems and uses in forecasting in chapter 4. The theoreti-
cal background starts with an investigation on the applications of
different evolving fuzzy systems. Subsequently the evolving Takagi–
Sugeno algorithm is described in detail as this will be the basis of the
implementation.

Next, chapters 5 and 6 continue with the implementation and re-
view of an evolving fuzzy system for demand forecasting. For a cor-
rect implementation it is necessary to develop a good problem under-
standing first. During this phase several interviews are conducted to
obtain good insights into the actual problem; forecasting demand at
the involved company. This stage also involves building a data set:
finding correct exogenous variables and developing ETL logic. Af-
ter this, the algorithm was written and verified against the Mackey–
Glass (MG) equation data set. Finally the algorithm is applied and
optimized for the PCBA demand forecasting problem. Based on the
results of the application different scenarios for implementation are
discussed.

1.7 contribution to existing research

This thesis is novel in two ways; first of all, to the author‘s knowl-
edge, this will be the first research on the application of an evolving
fuzzy Takagi-Sugeno system to demand forecasting and PCBAs in
specific. These type of algorithms have been successfully applied to
forecast water–leakage (Birek et al., 2014) and control systems, such
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as forecasts for air conditioning units (Angelov & Filev, 2004) and car–
engine emissions (Angelov & Zhou, 2006). Furthermore, the real–time
nature of these kind of algorithms will help to incorporate changing
circumstances such as ramp–up scenarios directly into the forecasts.

Besides this, a substantial amount of effort has been directed to-
wards the implementation of the eTS algorithm in the r statistical
programming language, facilitating additional research and compar-
isons on the evolving algorithm. The source code of the algorithm is
purposely written in a modular way which should stimulate adapta-
tions and use in other applications.



2
D E TA I L E D P R O B L E M D E S C R I P T I O N

The advantage of forecasting algorithms is that they are usually ap-
plicable to a wide range of problems (L. Kuo et al., 2010). This does
not imply however that it is possible to implement a forecasting algo-
rithm without any knowledge of the system. It is important to under-
stand both the limitations of the algorithm and the behavior of the
system in order to achieve sensible results.

This chapter starts with an analysis of the current methods used for
material and capacity planning, which is followed by a review of the
current incorporation of forecasts for one specific customer. The final
section briefly touches upon the hypothesized advantages, gained by
improving customer forecasts.

2.1 manufacturing resource planning

The planning procedure at Neways discerns between repeating and
non-repeating orders, with most orders belonging to the latter cate-
gory. In case of a repeating order, arrangements concerning required
service levels and costs caused by keeping adequate stock levels are
made with the respective customers. As the production is not directly
driven by the demand but by stock-levels, this can be seen as a push-
type approach.

In the case of non-repeating orders, a make-to-order (MTO) way
of working is being used, which may be seen as a pull-type method.
The desired delivery date is being used for the common backwards
scheduling of activities and procurement of components. Generally,
a buffer of three days is being used to incorporate variations in pro-
cessing speeds of different production steps, in addition to a buffer of
one day for the processing of received components by the warehouse,
as can be seen in figure 5.

The production usually takes between two and three weeks and is
initiated with the ERP releasing the order to production, based on
pre-calculated processing times of the required production steps. An
order will be released according to the ERP planning, and on the con-
dition that adequate material is available in advance. Once an order
is released, orders are managed manually (i.e. no manufacturing ex-
ecution system (MES) or comparable control software is being used)
through the production process by the shop floor control department.

Components ordered from suppliers usually arrive within two weeks
but special components have lead times up to 46 weeks. The MRP

9



2.2 capacity planning 10

Buffer 
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Component 
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Start 
production

Figure 5: The current planning process for MTO products

automatically generates purchase orders which will be send to sup-
pliers.

2.2 capacity planning

In contrast to the material planning which is mostly governed by au-
tomated software tools, the capacity planning is less strict. The ERP
does not take into account capacity while releasing orders to the pro-
duction unit, implying an infinite scheduling planning methodology.

Since most orders do not have a dedicated production line, the
availability of workers is in most cases the limiting factor in terms
of capacity. As the company is focused on high mix-low volume or-
ders, the production is designed as a job shop. With some notable
exceptions, such as the efforts to implement continuous-flow manu-
facturing (CFM) for products with similar characteristics, although,
due to the very nature of the production (high number of different
products), it may be impossible to switch completely from batch pro-
duction as is used currently. Besides CFM, with most products nowa-
days using surface mounted technology (SMT) (although through-
hole only products are still common as the industry for medical and
lithography equipment is rather conservative), an increasing number
of products is largely produced on the SMT production line.

With the production capacity not being constrained by the availabil-
ity of machinery, emphasis has been put on improving the flexibility
of the work force. To respond to short-term capacity fluctuations, a
variable shift system is being used. In periods with low demand, op-
erators are working in one or two shifts with an option for three shifts
during peak demand to operate the facility 24 hours per day.

In addition to the variable shifts, a large part of the employees are
working on a temporary base under a contract from a staffing agency.
As a result it requires less effort to shrink or increase the workforce
if large fluctuations in required capacity occur over long periods of
time. While the large amount of temporary workers may raise ethical
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concerns, it is common practice in most industries and is actively
promoted by the Dutch government (Van Oorschot, 2004).

Recently projects have been started with the aim of improving the
utility of machines and available labor in various production depart-
ments. Calculating the exact performance has been proven to be diffi-
cult however, mainly because of the large amount of processes, which
increases complexity.

2.3 current incorporation of forecasts

Expected demand is based on the forecasts of customers and is en-
tered directly in the ERP system. The amount and type of available
information differs per customer. This section will therefore only ex-
amine the exact process for one of the main customers in detail. This
does not mean the algorithm will not be applicable to improve fore-
casts from other customers. The demand pattern of different cus-
tomers is expected to follow a similar pattern, hence the forecasting
mechanism will be the same. If this algorithm is applied to a different
customer however, the input variables will have to change dependent
on the information available and found associations between exoge-
nous and endogenous variables.

The customer, a producer of photo-lithography equipment for the
semi-conductor industry, supplies three different types of informa-
tion;

a general forecast,

b machine start plan,

c move rate letter.

Currently only the general rolling forecast, with information about
orders and requested delivery dates, is being used as direct input to
the ERP. The machine start plan contains information about the num-
ber and type of machines that will be taken into production per week
for the coming year and a half. Based on this, a move rate of machines
per week is calculated (e.g. 5 machines/week for November). Devia-
tions are communicated to suppliers by means of move rate letters
which also include a confidence interval for the upcoming quarter
and is specified per week (e.g. the move rate for the next quarter is
expected between 1.8 and 2.8 machines/week). This information is
currently not being used and may be interesting to incorporate in fu-
ture forecasts. The relation between a product of a customer and sub-
assemblies delivered by Neways can be made through a where-used
list. It must be noted that this data is not of the correct aggregation
level as a machine contains several products produced by Neways,
which are needed at different stages in the production of a machine.
Together with the fact that Neways also provides sub-components to
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other suppliers of the customer, which will be used in unknown as-
semblies, it may therefore prove to be difficult to incorporate. Despite
these difficulties it may still be interesting to explore the possibility
of using the data as input to the algorithm, as there must be a causal
relationship, albeit with unknown delay and magnitude differing per
product.

At the start of every week, on Monday, the latest forecast is col-
lected through an electronic data interchange (EDI) governed by the
customer. Changes in order quantities are entered in the ERP and
echoed trough the supply chain (e.g. suppliers are contacted if changed
quantities of components are needed). At this point it may be impor-
tant to note that most orders are delayed or advanced instead of can-
celed completely. It will therefore also be interesting to incorporate
delta values as exogenous variables.

To compensate for the flexibility required at suppliers, the customer
uses a system of commitment zones which has been described by
Goedhart & Dijkhuis (2004) and is visually represented by figure 6.
The lead time is specified for three zones; a limited commitment zone
(t1, t2] in which the customer will pay a pre-specified amount if the
order is canceled. A firm zone (0, t1], the period closest to requested
delivery date, in which the customer will pay the full price of the
product, even if it is canceled. And a forecast zone > t2, for which
no compensation is being paid, but a forecast is supplied however.
The actual duration of the intervals depends on the type of product
but in general, more complicated products will have a larger trade-off
zone. This is a result of the longer lead times for the procurement of
components and increased processing times in production.
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Figure 6: Commitment zones before order delivery

Ideally, these commitment zones are translated directly to the sup-
pliers of Neways in order to reduce risks of having unnecessary stock.
In practice however, this does not hold as some suppliers are not as
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flexible or require minimum order quantities (MOQ) leading to addi-
tional stock of components.

2.4 commitment zones in practice

Commitment zones are mainly concerned with the division of risk
between customer and supplier. In addition it should stimulate sup-
pliers to reduce the amount of working inventory and associated
carrying costs (Goedhart & Dijkhuis, 2004). This strategy is mainly
focused on a single aspect of the supply chain; the cancellation of
orders. The actual implementation of this strategy however, requires
more arrangements between supplier and customer, which are usu-
ally specific for each supplier.

One of the main difficulties experienced with this methodology,
is the possibility of the customer delaying an already placed order
without any penalty fee. In practice, most orders are being delayed
or requested earlier, instead of being canceled. The maximum delay
of a requested order is often multiple times the lead time of an item,
leading to additional stock for the supplier. The customer is able to
delay an order until the start of a frozen window (usually around half
the regular lead time), and is also able to delay the delivery of an
already finished order for a certain period (indicated as 0− t in figure
7).
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Figure 7: Commitment zones in practice

As a result of this, the customer may be reluctant to provide a
forecast based on a realistic scenario and instead plans for success,
based on a sunny-day scenario. Since in practice there are almost
no penalties if the forecast proves to be too optimistic. It is difficult
to measure the exact implications in terms of unnecessary inventory
or costs caused by this policy because it would require data from
a lot of different sources which are not readily available. However
the fact that for an extended period of time, only a fixed fraction of
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the forecast is converged into actual deliveries may serve as enough
evidence to indicate a suboptimal policy.

On a different note, the strong customer focus and flexibility of-
fered by Neways is one of its key strengths. Even though there may be
no incentive from the customer to increase forecast accuracy, Neways
may be able to improve operational efficiency by better understand-
ing customer demand.

2.5 level of aggregation

As stated before, currently customer forecasts are incorporated di-
rectly into the ERP system, used as-is and updated weekly. While it
may seem an obvious choice to maintain the same aggregation level
for the forecasting algorithm, this may have some drawbacks regard-
ing the accuracy of the forecasts. As can be seen in the following
chapters, unlike benchmarking data, the demand pattern for a single
product will show more erratic behavior with a large amount of zero
points (no demand for a given week). Also, the independent variables,
such as interbank interest rates and stock indices, may not have a di-
rect relation to a specific product but influence the demand of the
customer as a whole.

For this research it was however decided to forecast the customer
demand for individual products on a weekly basis. This level of aggre-
gation is chosen because it would require the least amount of effort
to eventually implement in the ERP and a forecast with a high level
of aggregation may be considered less relevant as it would be diffi-
cult to base concrete actions on these figures at the operational level
(e. g. planning or cancellation of raw material orders).

2.6 hypothesized results of improved forecasts

While there are intuitive advantages of realizing better forecasts, it
may be a good idea to examine the hypothesized advantages. As af-
ter all, improved forecasting capability is a mean to a certain goal
but is not the final goal itself. Concluding on interviews with man-
agers at Neways, three main advantages of better forecasts have been
identified;

- Reduced inventory: The main advantage of having better fore-
casts are the reduced inventories, and thus less capital required
for maintaining stock.

- Less communication with suppliers needed: Each change in the num-
ber of products for an order will also translate to different quan-
tities of components downstream. Operational buyers are spend-
ing time to contact suppliers and make agreements on changes
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to existing orders. Thus, improved forecasts are expected to re-
duce the workload on the planning and control department.

- Increased utilization: Although an infinite capacity scheduling ap-
proach is being used it may still be possible to increase utiliza-
tion and efficiency through better allocation of resources. Im-
proved forecasts lead to less fluctuations in workforce and ma-
chine load. Besides this, because of better planning it may be
possible to have most of the added value in later stages of the
process, reducing the effects of canceled orders. The graph in
figure 6 would start later and rise faster at a later stage in which
the customer cannot cancel the order anymore as can be seen in
figure 7.
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Figure 8: Expected creation of added value due to better forecasting

Now that the problem background and hypothesized results have
been examined this text will proceed with an analysis of evolving
fuzzy systems in the following chapter. Subsequent chapters will first
cover the development of the algorithm (chapter 5) and finally will
investigate the application to demand forecasting (chapter 6).



Part II

T H E O R E T I C A L B A C K G R O U N D



3
F O R E C A S T I N G U S I N G E V O LV I N G M O D E L S

Fuzzy rule based systems, such as anadaptive network-based fuzzy
inference system (ANFIS) have been successfully applied to various
problems (Klir & Yuan, 1995). A possible drawback when using non–
evolving algorithms to continuously changing systems (such as PCBA
demand forecasting) however, may be they lack of ability to adapt
to different circumstances in an on-line fashion. They often have to
examine data multiple times to tune their rule–base, which does not
allow for real time adjustments to adapt their internal structure.

The research on algorithms that could adapt their rule base accord-
ing to their operating environment started around the beginning of
the current millennium with the introduction of self-constructing fuzzy-
neural network controllers (Lin et al., 2001) and evolving Takagi-Sugeno
models (Angelov & Buswell, 2002). The neural network variant uses
a system of nodes and activation functions to generate the desired
output. The error is back-propagated by a series of differential equa-
tions to update the internal weights of the nodes. In contrast, evolving
Takagi-Sugeno models generally use the notion of potential, as intro-
duced by Chiu (1994), to identify data points that are suitable to form
the base of a new fuzzy rule. Hence, a new rule will be generated if a
presented data points adds significantly new information to the sys-
tem. The advantage of these adaptive approaches is that the model
will be able to incorporate new or unforeseen behavior of the system
without having to process the entire dataset again.

The following two sections will start with a short review on the use
of the two types of evolutionary fuzzy algorithms mentioned above.

This chapter concludes with an elaborate investigation of the mech-
anisms of evolving Takagi-Sugeno type systems specifically, as a sim-
ilar algorithm will be implemented. In this section, the original re-
search on Takagi-Sugeno systems is reviewed in order to develop a
good understanding of the fundamentals behind the evolving variant.
Please note that the terms implications and rules are used analogously
in this chapter, the latter one seems to be used more in recent research
whereas implication is used in the original work by Takagi & Sugeno.

3.1 evolving fuzzy neural networks (efunn)

The approach by Kasabov (2001) combined fuzzy set theory and con-
nectionist systems (abbreviated as ECOS, including neural networks)
to create an evolving fuzzy neural network (EFuNN). The system is
able to learn and adopt to new data pairs and situations through

17
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Figure 9: Overview of an EFuNN, adapted from (Kasabov & Song, 2002)

dynamically evolving fuzzy rule sets. The advantage of a fuzzy al-
gorithm are the simplicity of the generated rules, using natural lan-
guage, which are easy to interpret by users. In general the results of
EFuNN forecasting have been very promising, which lead to a myriad
of different empirical research and extensions of the original model.

Chang et al. (2007) for instance, proposed a weighted evolutionary
fuzzy neural network (WEFuNN) to forecast PCB sales. Crisp inputs
are fuzzified by the fuzzy input layer, based on this, the fuzzy dis-
tance is calculated between the ith, case and mth rule. Subsequent, the
rule with the least amount of distance may be merged if within a cer-
tain threshold or a completely new rule will be computed. Based on
this the error is computed, the output is defuzzified and the weights
of the NN are updated. After training the algorithm on historical data,
a possible rule set (r1 · · · rn) may evolve similar to figure 10.

After training the algorithm, predictions are being made on base of
a k-nearest-neighbor method. The WEFuNN forecasting model was
tested and it was found to have superior results in terms of MAPE,
MAD and RMSE, compared to traditional ANN and BPN models.

A comparable model was used by Bekiros (2010), for stock mar-
ket forecasting. The model consists of three standard layers; an in-
put layer which all inputs are fuzzified, a rule layer containing fuzzy
antecedent/consequent logic and an output layer for defuzzification.
The membership parameters are optimized using a Levenberg- Mar-
quardt neural backpropagation algorithm. Fuzzification of the input
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Figure 10: Evolution of a possible rule set, adapted from Chang et al. (2007)

parameters was achieved using triangular membership functions as
can be seen in (1) with ai being the peak value and bi the support.

µFi =

{
1−

|xj−ai|
bi/2

if |xj − ai| 6
bj
2 ,

0 else.
(1)

After testing the model on the most prominent world wide indices
(e.g. S& P 500, FTSE100, CAC40 and JCI), it was found that the model
produced substantial improvements and could aid rational bounded
traders to increase returns.

In research on sales prediction for a convenience store, R. Kuo
(2001) used a combination of a genetic algorithm (GA) and fuzzy neu-
ral network (FNN) to incorporate product promotions in forecasting.
As sales in this market are highly influenced by ongoing promotions
and the model has to be able to adapt quickly. The fuzzy neural net-
work (FNN) was used in tandem with a genetic algorithm in order
to improve training speed and prevent the FNN from converging to
an incorrect local minimum. The proposed model used an FNN to
predict a general sales pattern (general pattern model), which is en-
hanced by a GA if a promotion would occur in the predicted period
(special pattern model), the model was named a genetic fuzzy neural
network (GFNN).

To incorporate expert knowledge on promotions, a fuzzy Delphi
method was used to weigh factors influencing promotions. Three
categories of promotions have been defined; 1- method of promo-
tion, 2- type of medium and 3- competitor‘s actions. The knowledge
gained was used to train the GFNN which would be used for pre-
dicting promotion sales. Results have shown a lower execution time
for the GFNN compared to a traditional FNN. Even though comput-
ing power has grown exponentially over the previous decade this
may still be beneficial for more complex problems. In addition, the
GFNN yielded a lower MSE. The results of the two separate models
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are combined by a third ANN trained to find the optimum weights
for the general and special pattern models. The trained model was
used to predict 5 data points and was found to have superior results
compared to regular ANN and ARMA models.

3.2 evolving takagi–sugeno (ets) algorithms

A different approach to the neural network is using a clustering method
to define regions that correspond with different fuzzy rules (generally
first order Takagi-Sugeno type rules). Often, an on-line clustering ap-
proach is used to be able to process large amount of data while still
being able to make real-time predictions. Off-line models take all data
points into account when a new data point is added whereas on-line
models use a more incremental approach, requiring less computa-
tional time for large amounts of data.

The dynamic evolving neural-fuzzy inference system (DENFIS), de-
veloped by Kasabov & Song (2002) used an evolving cluster method
as described above in combination with a neural network. The evolv-
ing cluster method (ECM), calculates the euclidean distances of data
points and clusters, and requires a pre-specified threshold value (Dthr)
to determine if a new data point forms the center point of a new clus-
ter. After this, a least-square estimation (LSE) would determine the
antecedent part of the fuzzy rule.

The model was benchmarked with the Macky-Glass (MG) time se-
ries equation and was found to have good results compared to other
forecasting methods (EFuNN, etc.) but required more training data
because of the local generalization (i.e. if input points xi and xj are
close, the outputs yi and yj are expected also to be close).

A similar approach was used by Birek et al. (2014), to forecast water
leakage in the United Kingdom. The algorithm uses a global learn-
ing recursive least square (RLS) method to synthesize fuzzy Takagi-
Sugeno rules, based on the potential of new data samples and clusters.
A data point xk or cluster ck, have a potential, based on the Cauchy
function. Subsequent, the RLS algorithm was used to formulate a first
order Takagi-Sugeno rule for each cluster. The algorithm was able to
outperform other standard forecasting methods in when applied to
water leakage time series data.



4
E V O LV I N G F U Z Z Y TA K A G I – S U G E N O S Y S T E M S

This chapter provides an elaborate investigation of the mechanisms
of evolving Takagi-Sugeno type systems specifically, as a similar al-
gorithm will be implemented. First, the original research on Takagi-
Sugeno systems is reviewed in order to develop a good understand-
ing of the fundamentals behind the non–evolving variant. Subsequent
chapters further investigate evolving variants of the algorithm. Please
note that the terms implications and rules are used analogously in
this chapter, the latter one seems to be used more in recent research
whereas implication is used in the original work by Takagi & Sugeno.

4.1 theory behind fuzzy takagi-sugeno systems

Since the proposed algorithm is based on a specific type of rules, this
section will elaborate on the logic behind Takagi-Sugeno type fuzzy
systems (Takagi & Sugeno, 1985). A Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy system is
essentially a multidimensional method of reasoning for multivariate
systems.

A general black box input-output model is shaped by two distinct
aspects; one is a mathematical tool to express a system model (in this
case a way to represent fuzzy implications) and besides this, a model
of identification is needed. The principle behind Takagi-Sugeno sys-
tems is to represent a system showing non-linear behavior, as a set of
linear sub-problems described by regular linear equations. The sub-
problems can be seen as the antecedent of the fuzzy rule and have
an area of influence described by a fuzzy set. While the idea at first
may not sound very clear, the mechanism behind the paradigm is
actually very intuitive. The methodology is similar to gain schedul-
ing and may be seen as a generalization of this concept (Angelov &
Filev, 2004). This section proceeds with a more elaborate review of
this paradigm.

First, a format of an implication is defined which is given in (2). It
states that if the values of the input vector x, belong to a certain fuzzy
set Ak, the output y is defined as a function of the input variables.

Ri : If x is Ai then yi = fi(x), i = 1, . . . ,R. (2)

Expanding on this, the consequent part of the rule may have a linear
relationship, as depicted in (3). This model is known as the affine TS
model and is widely used (Sousa & Kaymak, 2002).

Ri : If x is Ai then yi =
(
ai
)T
x+ bi, (3)

21
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Figure 11: Membership functions of the fuzzy sets high and low

with ai as the parameter vector and bi the scalar offset. Given an
input vector in the form of (x1 = x01, . . . , x1 = x0k) the inference mech-
anism is an extension of fuzzy-mean defuzzification;

y =

R∑
i=1

β̂iyi =

R∑
i=1

β̂i
((
ai
)T
x+ bi

)
. (4)

With β̂n being the normalized firing degree for each rule n, found by;

β̂i =
βi∑R
j=1 β

j
. (5)

To further illustrate the concept, suppose two fuzzy rules exist with a
consequent described as a linear relationship;

R1 : If x is LOW, then y = 0.6x+ 0, (6)

R2 : If x is HIGH, then y = 0.2x+ 9. (7)

The definition of the fuzzy sets high and low of the variable x is
described by the corresponding membership function which can be
seen in figure 11. The use of linguistic conditions creates a system that
is close to human reasoning and requires less effort to understand.
Besides this, the use of fuzzy regions for the notion of high and low
makes it possible to model complex non-linear behavior with first
order linear equations.

The result of the two rules are sketched in figure 12. The inter-
rupted line represents the actual output y as a function of x. This is
an example, showing a Takagi-Sugeno system in its most elementary
form, with a single input and output variable and two rules. More
complex systems may have n-dimensional inputs and can also have
multidimensional outputs (MISO).

Besides the novel way of describing non-linear behavior of systems
with fuzzy set theory, an algorithm of identification was proposed by
Takagi & Sugeno (1985) which is outlined in figure 13. The algorithm
commences with a selection of variables x1, · · · , xn. Based on this, the
premise parameters are defined for the premise variables found in the
first step. These in fact are the membership function parameters of the
previously defined parameters; A1, · · · ,Ai.
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Finally the consequent parameters — p0, · · · ,pi — are identified
based on the previous steps, by minimizing a cost function based on
the mean squared error of the system. The variables for the premise
and consequence of the system are updated iteratively to find an op-
timum system.

4.1.1 Antecedent identification

The authors define a heuristic to find the optimum antecedent (in-
put variables and membership functions) parameters. This will only
be covered in short in this text, as an on-line method will be used
in this thesis. Besides the approach by Takagi & Sugeno which will
be described in the following paragraph, other methods to cluster
the input–output space are known. Some of the well–known and fre-
quently used methods are the Subtractive Clustering method (Chiu,
1994) which is reviewed in section 4.2, Fuzzy C–means (Yen et al.,
1998) and Gustafson–Kessel (Gustafson & Kessel, 1978) clustering
methods.

Takagi & Sugeno divide the problem of antecedent identification
into two sub problems; 1- the choice of variables, and 2- the number
of divisions of the problem space. Because of these sub problems, the
selection of antecedent variables and membership functions can be
viewed of as a pure combinatorial problem. The heuristic proposed
involves dividing the range of a variable into two fuzzy sub-spaces
(small and big) and finding the optimum consequent parameters by
means of the recursive least squares algorithm. The best model is
selected and based on this, combinations with other variables are se-
lected and the range is further divided into four fuzzy sub-sets. The
last action is repeated until one of the stopping criteria is satisfied;
the addition of a variable leads to a decrease in performance below
a set standard, or a predetermined number of adequate variables has
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been found. The heuristic is able to select suitable variables and mem-
bership functions. But as can be read in later sections, it has been
succeeded by algorithms based on evolving clustering techniques.

4.1.2 Consequent identification

For this review, the choice of premise variables and corresponding
membership functions, or antecedent of the fuzzy proposition, will
only be included briefly as they differ too much from the evolving
versions of this algorithm. The identification of the consequence pa-
rameters will be covered extensively by this next section as it is in
fact the non-recursive version of the method used in most evolving
variants of Takagi-Sugeno algorithms. Suppose a system exists with
n rules, similar to (6) and (7);

Ri : If x1 is Ai1 and xn is Ain, then y = pi0+p
i
1 ·x1+ · · ·+pin ·xn. (8)

The output for a given input vector x1, · · · , xn may be calculated
as;

y =

R∑
i=1

(
Ai1(x1)∧ · · ·∧Ain(xn)

)
·
(
pi0 + p

i
1 · x1 + · · ·+ pin · xn

)
R∑
i=1

(
Ai1(x1)∧ · · ·∧Ain(xn)

) . (9)

To isolate the consequence parameters, variable λi is defined as;

λi =
Ai1(x1)∧ · · ·∧Ain(xn)

R∑
i=1

(
Ai1(x1)∧ · · ·∧Ain(xn)

) . (10)

Which results in;

y =

R∑
i

λi
(
pi0 + p

i
1 · x1 + · · ·pin · xn

)
=

R∑
i

(
pi0 · λi + pi1 · x1 · λi + · · ·pin · xn · λi

)
. (11)

When given a set of input data x1k, x2k, · · · , xnk → yk(k = 1, . . . ,m),
vector pi0,pi1, · · · ,pin(i = 1, . . . ,R) the optimum consequence param-
eters can be found by using a least squares method. The variables
with the following dimensions have to be defined; matrix X is set to
be m× R(n+ 1), Y (m vector), and P (R(n+ 1) vector).

X =



λ11, · · · , λi1, x11 · λ11, · · · , x11 · λi1, · · · ,

· · · , xn1 · λ11, · · · , xn1 · λi
...

...

λ1m, · · · , λim, x1m · λ1m, · · · , x1m · λ1m, · · ·
· · · , xn1 · λ1m, · · · , xn1 · λim


,
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Figure 13: Algorithm outline (Takagi & Sugeno, 1985)

(12)

λi =
Ai1(x1j)∧ · · ·∧Ain(xnj)∑
j

Ai1(xij)∧ · · ·∧Ain(xnj)
, (13)

Y = [y1, · · · ,ym]T , (14)

P =
[
p10, · · · ,pi0,p11, · · · ,pi1, · · · ,p1n, · · · ,pin

]T
. (15)

With these variables, it is possible to estimate the consequence pa-
rameters by taking the (Moore–Penrose) pseudo inverse (Birek et al.,
2014);

P =
(
XTX

)−1
XTY. (16)

The calculation of the pseudo inverse is quite computationally heavy
as it requires multiple matrix multiplications for each new observa-
tion. The recursive variant makes use of a generalization of the stable
state Kalman filter, known as a recursive least square algorithm (RLS)
and allows for a recursive calculation of the consequence parameter
matrix. The dimensions of matrix Sl are; (R · (n+ 1))× (R · (n+ 1)),
S0 = ΩI (with I being the identity matrix) and P0 = 0. And j =

1, . . . ,m the observation at a given moment. Note that S is the co-
variance matrix for all rules and P is the vector with the regression
parameters as defined in (15). For an observation at moment j the
input vector xj is defined as x1j, x2j, . . . , xnj.

Pj+1 = Pj + Sj+1 · xj+1 ·
(
yj+1 − xj+1 · Pj

)
, (17)

Sj+1 = Sj −
Sj · xj + xj+1 · Sj
1+ xj+1 · S · xTj+1

, j = 0, 1, · · · ,m− 1. (18)

P = Pm (19)
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The error used for the correction of the regression parameters is set
to be the difference between the prediction (xj+1 · Pj), and the actual
output value yj+1. The final parameters at time m will be the opti-
mum parameters for the given observations (19), similar to answer
found by the non–recursive vector in (16).

4.1.3 Thoughts on the Takagi-Sugeno algorithm

In retrospect, the simplicity of the algorithm proposed by Takagi &
Sugeno (1985) can be considered its main strength. Complex behav-
ior is modeled by dividing the problem space into fuzzy areas that
can be described using linear equations. In addition, the use of fuzzy
regions, allow for linguistic elements which vastly increases the hu-
man understandability.

Admittedly, exponential smoothing and perhaps also some ARIMA
models may have mathematical concepts that could be considered
less complex, but they are less suitable for the analysis of non-linear
evolving systems as they are not able to adapt to changing circum-
stances and new patterns. On a different note, fuzzy neural networks
have been proven to be applicable to a large amount of different prob-
lem areas, including forecasting (e. g. Kasabov & Song (2002), Chang
et al. (2008) and Bekiros (2010)). Even though Takagi-Sugeno type
rules are used, they have an approach that could be more difficult to
understand as the number of internal nodes and connections is often
high.

4.2 fuzzy clustering algorithms

With the examination of the work by Takagi & Sugeno in the previ-
ous section, it may be concluded that the ability to correctly divide
the problem space into sub-problems (that can be described with al-
gebraic equations) is one of the main challenges for the correct appli-
cation. Instead of dividing the input space for each input variable into
a fixed number of subspaces (such as high and low as demonstrated
in section 4.1.1), fuzzy clustering algorithms may help to increase the
effectiveness of this process by automatically recognizing influential
regions. This section will look at different approaches to clustering
with respect to its application in takagi-sugeno systems.

One of the most widely used fuzzy clustering algorithms is the
fuzzy C-means (FCM) algorithm (Bezdek, 1981). It works by minimiz-
ing the cost function stated in (20), with m data points, R the number
of clusters and Z, a constant greater than 1.

J =

m∑
j=1

R∑
i=1

µZij ‖ xj − vi ‖2 . (20)
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Where x is a vector with the input data (x1, x2, . . . , xm) and v being
the vector with cluster centers (v1, v2, . . . , vi). The algorithm has to
be initialized by setting a fixed amount of clusters and choosing the
approximate cluster centers vi. After this, the FCM will converge to a
local optimum by minimizing the cost function.

Improving on the previous algorithm, Yager & Fileu (1993) pro-
posed a so-called Mountain-Method with the main advantage being
the automatic determination of the number of clusters needed, fur-
thering the progress towards a clustering algorithm needing less hu-
man intervention.

The algorithm works by defining a n-dimensional grid with poten-
tial cluster centers. Based on the distance of these grid points to the
actual input data, the potential of individual grid points is calculated
(with densely populated areas around grid points having a higher
potential). The grid point with the highest value is chosen as a cluster
center and the potential of other grid points is decreased according to
the distance to the newly formed cluster. The process is repeated until
the number of points around a potential cluster fall below a predeter-
mined stopping constant. Once the outlines of the clusters are found,
the model is further enhanced by using a gradient descent method.
The main issue with this method is that it is unsuitable for real time
application as it is very computationally heavy. A grid with a resolu-
tion of 10 input lines for each dimension, and 4 input variables would
result in the evaluation of 104 grid points.

An improvement to this algorithm was proposed by Chiu (1994),
who suggested to look at the data points themselves instead of a
grid with potential points. Compared to the exponential relationship
between computations and input variables of the algorithm by Yager
& Fileu (1993), the advantage of this technique is the linear increase
of computations. For a set of m data points; x1, x2, . . . , xm with n-
dimensions, and a pre–set cluster radius rα the potential is calculated
as;

P(xi) =

m∑
j=1

e−a‖xi−xj‖2 , where; α =
4

r2a
. (21)

In addition to the use of data points as potential cluster centers, an-
other change was the use of the squared distance. This is more com-
putationally efficient as it would eliminate an additional square root
operation that would have been needed for determining the distance
itself. The variable ra is a constant, denoting the radius of the clusters.
Higher values may lead to over-generalization whereas a low ra may
result in too closely spaced cluster centers. The effect of cluster radius
ra is inverse proportional to its value, i. e. infinitely large radii have
a potential of 1 as ra → ∞. (21) is found by squaring the standard
Gaussian membership function as can be seen in (22), note that this
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is why α and β found in (21) and (23) are calculated in this fashion
in comparison to 1/ (2σ) as suggested by Yager & Fileu (1993).

P(xi) =

m∑
j=1

e−(
1
2‖xi−xj‖)

2

. (22)

From (21), it can be seen that data points in dense areas, with a high
amount of neighboring data points, have a higher potential. The po-
tential of all clusters is calculated and the data point with the highest
value is selected to form the first cluster center. Let z∗1 be the first
cluster center and P(z∗1) be the potential of the cluster. The potential
of each data point xi will be decreased in the following way (with k
denoting the number of clusters);

P(xi)⇐ P(xi) − P(z∗k)e
−β‖xi−z∗k‖

2

, where; β =
4

r2b
. (23)

Where rb is a positive constant, denoting the range of influence when
decreasing the potential of data points, usually set to be greater than
ra. The process of forming clusters is stopped according to the fol-
lowing set of rules;

if P(x∗k) > εP(z
∗
1) then

Accept z∗k as a cluster center and continue.
else if P(x∗k) < εP(z

∗
1) then

Reject z∗k and end the clustering process.
else

Let d%min = shortest of the distances between z∗k and all previ-
ously found clusters centers.

if dminra +
P(x∗k)
P(x∗1)

then
Accept z∗k as a cluster center and continue.

else
Reject z∗k and set the potential P(z∗k) = 0. Select the data

point with the next highest potential as the new x∗k and re-test.
end if

end if
The variables ε and ε are the upper and lower thresholds determining
if a data point should be accepted as a new cluster. These values are
quite critical as an incorrect setting may lead to under or over fitting
of the model.

The activation degree of the formed clusters to a given input xk
depends on the distance to a cluster center and is calculated by;

µi = e
−α‖xk−z∗k‖

2

. (24)

Once the centers clusters have been determined, the consequence
parameters (vector P) are also calculated by means of a recursive least
squares (RLS) algorithm, similar to the approach used by Takagi &
Sugeno.
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4.3 evolving takagi-sugeno systems

The results of fuzzy clustering algorithms to determine the antecedent
of a fuzzy rule, in combination with a RLS algorithm to determine
the linear consequence have been very promising when compared to
other techniques. Such as an adaptive network-based fuzzy inference
system (ANFIS) for example. The downside of other fuzzy rule-based
models however, is that they lack the ability to adapt to different cir-
cumstances in an on-line fashion. They often have to examine data
multiple times to tune their rule–base, which does not allow for real
time adjustments.

The initial eTS algorithm by Angelov & Buswell (2002) used an ap-
proach similar to the one used by Chiu (1994) but with a recursive
calculation of cluster and point potential. The algorithm was further
enhanced by using a local optimization function, reducing the com-
putational complexity and yielding better results (Angelov & Filev,
2004). Since this algorithm will form the base of the implementation,
the section will now proceed with an in depth review of on-line clus-
tering approaches.

4.3.1 Antecedent identification

It is important to understand that the algorithm proposed by Angelov
& Buswell (2002) and all derivatives are in fact themselves variations
of the original research by Takagi & Sugeno. This means the diagram
in figure 13 is still relevant and the rule base will be of an identical
form as (3). For this review we define a system where Ri denotes the
i-th fuzzy rule out of R rules and an input vector x = [x1, x2, . . . , xn]

T .
The firing degree per dimension for each rule can be calculated as
follows;

µij = e
−α‖xj−x∗ij‖2 . (25)

Where α = 4/r2 is defined in an identical fashion compared to equa-
tion 21. The firing level per rule, τi is defined as the Cartesian product
of respective fuzzy sets for each rule and normalized to λi;

τi = µi1(x1)× µi2(x2)× · · · × µin(xn) =
R∏
j=1

µij(xj), (26)

λi =
τi
R∑
j=1

τj

. (27)

The output of the model is calculated by using the weighted average
of the individual rules;

y =

R∑
i=1

λiyi =

R∑
i=1

λixTeπi. (28)
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With πi =
[
ai0 ai1 ai2 . . . ain

]T
, i = [1,R] representing the vec-

tor of parameters for the ith rule, and xe =
[
1 xT

]T
, the extended

input vector.
The actual on-line algorithm starts with taking the first data point

and assigning it as the first cluster. After this, the potential Pk of
future data points zk at time k is calculated by (29). The input vector
z is an augmentation of the input and output value; z =

[
xT ;y

]T .

Pk(zk) =
1

1+ 1
k−1

∑k−1
l=1

∑n+1
j=1

(
d
j
lk

)2 , for k > 1. (29)

With djlk = z
j
l − z

j
k being the projected distance between zjl and zjk.

This version can be rewritten to accommodate for a recursive calcula-
tion of the potential, as can be seen in the following equations.

Pk(zk) =
k− 1

(k− 1)(ϑk + 1) + σk − 2ψk
, (30)

ϑk =

n+1∑
j=1

(
z
j
k

)2
, (31)

σk =

k−1∑
l=1

n+1∑
j=1

(
z
j
l

)2
= σk−1 +

n+1∑
j=1

(
z
j
k−1

)2
, (32)

ψk =

n+1∑
j=1

z
j
kβ
j
k, (33)

β
j
k =

k−1∑
l=1

z
j
l = β

j
k−1 + z

j
k−1. (34)

From this, it is possible to derive the recursive method for updating
the potential of clusters.

Pk(z∗l ) =
(k− 1)Pk−1(z∗l )

k− 2+ Pk−1(z∗l )
∑n+1
j=1

(
d
j
k(k−1)

)2 . (35)

The idea behind the recursive potential calculations is that if a point
has a higher potential than any of the existing cluster focal points, it
will add additional information to the model and should therefore
be included as a cluster. To prevent the creation of too many clusters
and possibly overfitting the model, an additional condition, described
in (36), will be used to determine if a cluster is close to an already
existing cluster. In this case, the center of the cluster in close proximity
will be updated by changing its coordinates to the location of the data
point.

Pk (zk)

arg
R

max
l=1

Pk
(
z∗i
)
− δmin

r

> 1. (36)
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Where δmin is the distance between the nearest cluster focal point to
the data point, found by;

δmin = arg
R

min
i=1
‖ zk − z∗i ‖ . (37)

As the algorithm is continuously evolving, there are no stopping cri-
teria defined for the antecedent identification.

4.3.2 Consequent identification

It is possible to use a system very similar to the recursive least squares
estimation opted in previous research albeit with a few small changes
to incorporate not only the addition of new clusters, but also the evo-
lution of existing clusters. A heuristic able to cope with the changing
rule set was proposed by Angelov & Filev (2004), called the fuzzy
weighted recursive least squares (fwRLS) algorithm. The prefix fuzzy
weighted was added because the inputs are corrected with the normal-
ized firing degrees λi.

The global version (G-fwRLS) uses a single covariance matrix with
the dimensions R(n+ 1)× R(n+ 1) and a global vector for the linear
model parameters θ. The variables are updated in the following way;

θ̂k = θ̂k−1 +Ckψk−1
(
yk −ψ

T
k−1θ̂k−1

)
, for k = 2, 3, . . . , (38)

Ck = Ck−1 −
Ck−1ψk−1ψ

T
k−1θ̂k−1

1+ψTk−1Ck−1ψk−1
. (39)

As indicated by the authors themselves in a later article however,
it may be better to apply the local version of the fwRLS algorithm
(Angelov, 2010). This type is computationally less intensive and is
known to produce more accurate results in most cases. Because of
this, only the locally fuzzy weighted recursive least squares algorithm
(L-fwRLS) is used for the implementation.

The main change from the global variation is the use of a local
covariance matrix per rule. As a result, for each rule i (where i =

[1,R]). At any point in time k after the initialization (k = 2, 3, . . . ) the
vector with consequent parameters and covariance matrix is updated
in the following manor;

π̂ik = π̂ik−1 + cikxek−1λi (xk−1)
(
yk − x

T
ek−1π̂ik−1

)
, (40)

cik = cik−1 −
λi (xk−1) cik−1xek−1x

T
ek−1cik−1

1+ λi (xk−1) x
T
ek−1cik−1xek−1

. (41)

The initial conditions are set to be π1 = 0 and ci1 = ΩI, where Ω is
a large integer (usually 1000) and I the identity matrix. The matrices
are for each rule are of smaller dimensions compared to the global
variant; cik ∈ R× ((n+ 1)× (n+ 1)). The consequent parameters of
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newly added clusters are determined by the weighted parameters of
all other clusters;

π̂R+1k =

R∑
i=1

λiπ̂ik−1. (42)

If a data point is in close proximity and has a higher potential (36),
then the parameters will be inherited of the original rule;

π̂ik := π̂i(k−1); i = [1,R] . (43)

4.3.3 Algorithm overview

For further analysis, this section provides an overview of the algo-
rithm. The steps described below should be seen as the exact se-
quence in which the actions described in the former paragraphs should
be executed. The algorithm is also displayed in figure 14.

1. Initialization of the algorithm;

k := 1; R := 1; x∗1 := xk; P1(z∗1) := 1;

Θ1 = π1 = 0; C1 = ΩI. (44)

2. For every next time step k := k+ 1 read a new data sample zk.

3. Calculate the potential of the new data sample recursively by
(31).

4. Update the potential of the cluster focal points by means of (35).

5. Compare the potential of clusters to the potential of the data
sample. If it is higher and the sample is in close proximity to
another cluster (36), update the focal point of the cluster and
consequent variables by (43). If it is higher but not in close prox-
imity, add a new cluster (42). Otherwise do nothing and read
the next data sample.

6. Update the consequent parameters, in this case the variables of
the L-fwRLS by (40) and (41). The activation level per rule is
dependent on the input vector and may be found through (25)
— (27).

7. Predict the output vector yk+1 by the following equation;

yk+1 = ψ
TΘ, (45)

with Θ =
[
πT1 πT2 . . . πTR

]T
, being the vector of consequent

parameters and ψ =
[
λ1x

T
e λ2x

T
e . . . λRx

T
e

]T
, the weighted

vector of input parameters.
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Begin

k:=1; R:=1; x1*:=xk; P1(z1*)=1; θ1=π1=0; C1 = ΩI 
(1)

Pk(zk) > Pk(zl*) and
in close proximity (5a)

Calculate Pk(zk) (3)

Update Pk(zl*) (4)

k := k + 1

Read next data sample (2)

Update the L-fwRLS 
parameters (6)

Predict the next output 
vector (7)

Add a new rule

Adapt the rule in 
closest proximity

Pk(zk) > Pk(zl*)
(5b)

Yes

Yes

Figure 14: An overview of the algorithm, adapted from Angelov & Filev
(2004)
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4.4 variations on ets

While the algorithm by (Angelov & Filev, 2004) functions as the basis
of the research, it must be noted that many variants have been de-
veloped. Additions include the use of variable radii for the clusters;
e. g. Angelov & Zhou (2006). Or different ways to calculate potential
of data points such as proposed by Birek et al. (2014). and differ-
ent methods for rule-base evolution. An overview of various types of
rule-base evolution scenarios can be seen in table 1.

Scenario Upgrade Closeness Check

Original Pk(zk) > P̄k
Pk(zk)
R

max
i=1

Pk(zi∗)
− δmin

r > 1

D Pk(zk) > P̄k δmin < r/2

E Pk(zk) > P̄k or
0.5P̄k < Pk(zk) < 0.675P̄k

δmin < r/2

F Pk(zk) > P̄k or
Pk(zk) < Pk

δmin < r/2

G Pk(zk) > P̄k or
Pk(zk) < Pk

δmin < r/2 or δmin < 0.85r

Table 1: Possible rule-base evolution scenarios, by Angelov et al. (2004)

The implementation in this review however will focus on the basic
algorithm as it should be seen as a proof-of-concept of the implemen-
tation of an algorithm for demand forecasting in de EMS industry. It
does enable further research on similar (or derived) algorithms to be
applied for demand forecasting.

4.5 n-period forecasting

The analysis thus far has been focused on making a forecast for the
next output value yk+1. This does imply however that it is not pos-
sible to predict more than one step ahead. The main idea behind the
prediction of multiple periods is to train the algorithm on a desired
output that is n-periods ahead. A training vector for a 6-period ahead
prediction used to predict the outcome of the Mackey-Glass equation
may for example be defined as;

[
xt−18 xt−12 xt−4 xt xt+6

]
. If

the variable to be predicted is only dependent on itself but at different
periods (similar to the MG example), in theory it would be possible to
use the predicted output ŷt+n as an input, to predict an infinite range.
This may also be written as an autoregressive (AR) model (note that
an offset of 6 is used to prevent the suggestion to use future variables);

yi = c+ θ1yi−24 + θ2yi−18 + θ3yi−10 + θ4yi−6 + εi (46)
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MSE 45 Mean squared error =mean(e2t )

RMSE
11, 15, 26, 14, 41, 17

Root mean squared error =
√
MSE

MAE\MAD 15 Mean absolute error =mean(|et|)

MdAE Median absolute error =median(|et|)

MAPE 11, 15, 14, 55, 17 Mean absolute percentage error =mean(|pt|)

MdAPE Median absolute percentage error =median(|pt|)

MRAE Mean relative absolute error =mean(|rt|)

MdRAE Median relative absolute error =median(|rt|)

GMRAE Geometric mean relative absolute error =gmean(|rt|)

NDEI 2, 5, 7, 41, 42 Non-dimensional error index =RMSE/σx

Table 2: An overview of error measurements1

Where i represents the period, c denoting a constant and εi the error
margin at period i. It differs from regular AR models that generally
use all time periods until a certain order, denoted with p.

4.6 forecasting error measurements

In order to understand the effectiveness of the to-be-designed algo-
rithm, this section investigates different error measures commonly
used in literature. With yt, being the actual observation at time t
and ŷt being the prediction of that observation, the forecast error is
defined as et = yt − ŷt. Derived from this, the percentage error is
found to be pt = 100et\Yt. The main objective of a benchmark is
to be able to objectively compare different methods and infer about
their performance, error measures play an important role as they may
cause bias by favoring certain characteristics of forecasting algorithms
more than others.

Table 2 serves as a (non-exhaustive) overview of commonly used
error measures. The large amount of different measures may be an
indication of the absence of one absolute error measurement suitable
for a range of applications, the empirical evidence in fact, shows a
fragmentation of different error measures each with its own advan-
tages and issues.

Fildes & Madrakis (1988) for example, argued that the MSE is not
suitable for comparisons between time series as it is not scale depen-
dent for example. In addition the MAPE also has issues with time se-
ries close to zero (Makridakis et al., 1998, p. 54). The non-dimensional
variant of the RMSE, NDEI seems to have gained in popularity with
recent research It is difficult to find a thorough analysis of its math-
ematical properties however. As the algorithm will be benchmarked
on identical time series, the (R)MSE may still be adequate for this re-
search. In addition to this, the use of NDEI allows for the results to
be compared to other research and prove to be beneficial.
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4.7 benchmarking

Besides error measurement, it is common for research on forecasting
to use standardized datasets for benchmarking. The use of such a
data set would relax any concerns on the comparability of the results
if MSE is used as an error measure, and allow for a direct comparison
of algorithms.

One of the more popular data sets is based on a non-linear time
delay equation, named the Mackey-Glass equation after its inventors.
The origins of this benchmarking tool actually lie within the modeling
of chaotic systems in physiology and focused on dynamical models
of biochemical and gene control systems (Glass & Mackey, 2010). The
equation, which can be found in (47), results in a time-series with a
strong periodical component (refer to figure 15 for the series plotted
in time).

dx

dt
= β

xτ

1+ xnτ
− γx, γ,β,n > 0. (47)

The focus on the performance of an algorithm on a specific bench-
mark data set should not be the main intention of the developed
algorithm, as it generally will be tailored for a specific application.
The evolving Takagi-Sugeno model by Birek et al. (2014) for exam-
ple, emphasized high input values as these were considered more
important, since cases with high leakage have a significantly higher
contribution to the average leakage over the entire year. An algorithm
could hypothetically perform worse on generic benchmarking data if
it is tailored to a specific application. For this reason the main fo-
cus of the algorithm will be the prediction of customer demand. The
Mackey-Glass benchmark data will also be used however, for the sake
of a providing a comprehensive assessment of performance.

Besides the Mackey-Glass equation, another popular source are
the M-competition data sets, used in competitions organized by a
team led by Madrakis (Hyndman & Koehler, 2006). Albeit the infre-
quent use of this data for research on evolving Takagi Sugeno mod-
els, benchmarking on these datasets could provide useful information
on real–world applications and performance. For this reason it is in-
cluded in this review.

1 This overview is largely based on the work of De Gooijer & Hyndman (2006), some
additions have been made to include more recent error scales. Also note that the
numbers behind the error measures correspond with the location of the citation in
the bibliography (similar to IEEE style conventions).
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Figure 15: Mackey-Glass equation with n = 10, β = 0.2, γ = 0.1 and τ = 17
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5
S O F T WA R E I M P L E M E N TAT I O N

This chapter continues with the realization of the algorithm in the r

statistical programming language. It starts with a review of necessary
realization decisions and continues with an overview of the imple-
mentation. The remainder of this chapter proceeds with an in–depth
assessment of the algorithm. The implementation is tested on differ-
ent datasets including the Mackey–Glass time series with variants
and a dataset which has been used in the Makridakis competition.

5.1 realization decisions

The realization of the algorithm required the explicit choice for cer-
tain technologies and methodologies. This section covers the choices
made during the implementation. One of the more influential choices
is the decision on which programming to use. The algorithm is imple-
mented in the r programming language. r is primarily used by data
scientists and statisticians, and is available as free software under the
GNU license (R Core Team, 2014).

Besides the effectiveness, the integrated repository with user cre-
ated packages (CRAN) allows for easy extensibility of functionalities.
While there are packages available that implement evolving fuzzy al-
gorithms, such as the frbs1 package, to the best of the authors‘ knowl-
edge, there is no implementation available of the eTS algorithm as
described in the previous chapter.

There is one main drawback with using r however, which is the
lack of native multi-core support. As a result, the algorithm may run
slower compared to implementations in programming languages that
do support multiple cores. Packages such as multicore however, do
provide a way to utilize more processing cores. This will not be im-
plemented though as the training speed of the algorithm is not the
main priority. Besides this, the computing time in on-line operation
is negligible (Angelov, 2010), so a certain degree of sub-optimality is
not expected to hinder on-line functionality anyway.

Another influential decision was the choice to use an object-oriented
programming (OOP) style instead of a procedural approach. Since r

is mainly based on s, there is native object support. There are however
multiple implementations of objects in r; S3, S4, RC and R6 classes
of objects, each with its own characteristics. For this implementation,
reference classes (RC) is used as it supports changing its own fields

1 The frbs package contains implementations of common self learning models, such
as ANFIS, DENFIS, HYFIS.

39
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Abstract Algorithm
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Sample

Specific 
Implementation 
(e.g. eTS, eTS+)

Algorithm 
specific objects

Application

Figure 16: A high level overview of the implementation

by using a method, without having to create an entire new object.
Furthermore, the object oriented approach allows for easy implemen-
tation in other object oriented languages, such as C# and Java, which
may be more suitable for actual deployment in an organization.

5.2 implementation overview

Since an object oriented approach is being used, it is possible to ap-
ply abstraction in order to have a foundation that is flexible enough
to provide for multiple different variations of the eTS algorithm. To
achieve this, an abstract object for the algorithm has been defined.
This object contains generic methods for updating cluster potentials
and adding or modifying clusters. The actual implementation of this
object is dependent on the chosen algorithm. The basic eTS imple-
mentation may have a different function to calculate the cluster dis-
tance for example. Besides this, abstract objects have been defined
for data samples and clusters. Similar to the abstract function for the
algorithm, each of these objects may have algorithm specific imple-
mentations. For the eTS+ algorithm for example, the implementation
of a cluster object may also incorporate the cluster radius as this is
variable.

To give a more concrete example; the abstract algorithm object may
have a generic method updateClusters(), which calls the update() method
for each cluster in the collection. This is an abstract method as it will
be identical for each implementation variant. The update() method be-
longing to a cluster will differ per implementation however, as some
take different variables into account. The advantage of this is that
when writing a new variant, the common functions such as update-
Clusters() do not have to be rewritten or copied every time, only the
variant-specific methods will change.
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A high level overview of the implementation structure is given in
figure 16. The actual implementation was written according a UML-
diagram, which is included as appendix C. The classes written in
italics represent the abstract classes which also can be found in figure
16. These contain the prototypes and generic methods that do not
change irrespective of the chosen eTS algorithm.

Each abstract however needs an implementation in order to be used
(i. e. they cannot be instantiated own their own) and therefore needs
an additional subclass. For each type of eTS, different subclasses con-
taining methods unique to that algorithm are written. The imple-
mentation of the basic eTS for example has the objects ets.sample.ets,
ets.cluster.ets and ReTS.alg.ets. As for the naming of the algorithm,
since this is an implementation of the eTS in r, the software is named
ReTS.

5.3 verification with the mackey-glass time series

The Mackey-Glass equation is used to assess and verify the perfor-
mance of the algorithm before it will be applied to the actual problem.
This approach is also used in similar research; e. g. Kasabov & Song
(2002) and Angelov & Buswell (2002).

The time series has been generated by using the delay differential This functionality is
part of the deSolve
package in r.

equation (dede) solver on the MG equation with the following set-
tings; n = 10, β = 0.2, γ = 0.1 and τ = 17, with a sampling rate of one
sample per unit time. The default precision of numerical objects in r

is 64-bit (R Core Team, 2014), this is left unaltered.
The dataset was created by shifting the output values in order to

get a form similar to the one given in section 4.5;

yi = c+ θ1yi−24 + θ2yi−18 + θ3yi−10 + θ4yi−6 + εi. (48)

A total number of 4000 samples have been generated, the first 2000

have been used for training and the remainder has been used for
validation.

As for the alternative algorithms used in benchmarking, it was cho-
sen to compare ReTS to the commonly used ANFIS and DENFIS (Jang
(1993) and Kasabov (2001) respectively). Traditional forecasting tech-
niques such as SES and ARIMA are not included in the comparison as
this is deemed irrelevant due to the absence of a learning mechanism.
The implementation in r of the benchmarking algorithms is provided
for by the frbs package, developed by the University of Granada (Riza
et al., 2014).

This section proceeds with an analysis of the behavior of the model
and concludes with the benchmarking results. As the algorithm has
a strict distinction between antecedent and consequence parameter
identification (as can be seen in figure 13), the behavior of the ReTS
implementation is reviewed for these two separate elements.
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Figure 17: The evolution of cluster potential for the first 300 samples (red:
cluster potential, green: point potential, blue: output)

5.3.1 Cluster formation

For further analysis, the formation of clusters, or antecedents of the
algorithm on the Mackey–Glass benchmarking data will be examined.
As can be read in the description of the eTS (section 4.3.1), the poten-
tial of a new data sample compared to the maximum potential of
all clusters, together with the proximity will determine the creation
or adjustment of clusters. Figure 17 shows the initial evolution of
the maximum cluster potential and potential of individual samples.
When looking at the evolution of cluster and sample potential over
time, the results are very much in line with findings by other schol-
ars (Angelov et al., 2004, fig. 2–4). As for the formation of clusters,
this also is showing behavior similar to Angelov et al. (2004) as can
be seen in figure 18a. Clusters are created on the steep sides of the
signal, as is expected since at these moments the Euclidean distance
between subsequent samples (and thus potential as can be seen in
(29)) is the largest on these parts.

Also note that the amount of clusters is continuously increasing
(albeit with a slower rate as time progresses). The implementation is
based on the work of Angelov & Filev (2004) has no way of removing
obsolete or redundant clusters, later versions do have this feature
(Angelov, 2010).
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(a) The creation of clusters (gold: cluster, blue: output)
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Figure 18: The evolution of the algorithm antecedents
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5.3.2 L-fwRLS analysis

With the first part of the algorithm analyzed, next is the analysis of the
consequent part, which is mainly dependent on the correct operation
of the L-fwRLS algorithm.

Initial testing of the algorithm resulted in extremely instable behav-
ior of the covariance matrix and resulting predictions. After only a
small amount of samples, the system started oscillating between large
positive and negative numbers. Intuitively this meant the Kalman
gain was too high, i. e. the system is too aggressive in correcting the
errors.
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Figure 19: Covariance matrix norm

Manually reducing the gain
(as can be seen in (49)) by a fac-
tor of 10 resulted in stable be-
havior, albeit with a very high
MSE. After consulting experts it
was found that there were issues
with the initialization of clus-
ters, more specifically the initial
values of the covariance matrix
were set way too high. The vari-
able Ω had to be set a factor 100

lower, to around 10 in order to
achieve a stable system with sen-
sible results. Eventually an ini-
tialization value of 15 for Ω was
found to result in a stable system
with a relatively fast convergence.

π̂ik = π̂ik−1 + 0.1 · (cikxek−1λi (xk−1) )
(
yk − x

T
ek−1π̂ik−1

)
. (49)

It is difficult to completely explain the need for a lower Ω value
compared to most literature, except for the fact that Kalman filters
are known to show instable behavior if this value is set incorrectly.
In addition, most research does not mention normalizing data (with
Birek et al. (2014) as an exception). Perhaps the larger value is needed
for datasets that are not normalized. As a side note, the original re-
search on the clustering algorithm did explicitly mention the need for
normalization (Bezdek, 1981). An experiment using non-normalized
data, range [0, 5], has shown little effect as only the zone of influence
of cluster radii will decrease (stimulating the creation of more clus-
ters).

As for the convergence of the consequent parts of the fuzzy rules,
figure 19 shows the system stabilizes after around 2000 samples when
looking at the norm of the covariance matrix for the first cluster. The
squared error of the entire system also converges within the same
time, as shown in (20). Note that the three spikes around 2500, 2750
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Figure 20: Convergence of the mean squared error

and 3000 are caused by the creation of new clusters at those instances.
The error increases because the firing level of these newly formed
clusters is high while their consequent parameters have not been cor-
rectly defined yet. They are in fact the weighted average of all other
parameters, similar to (42).

5.3.3 Benchmarking results

After the analysis of the functioning of the algorithm implementation,
the results can be compared to other algorithms by training them on
the identical dataset. The algorithms have been trained on both a 5

and a 50 samples ahead prediction. The ANFIS and DENFIS algo-
rithms both used 10 iterations whereas ReTS operates in an on-line
mode, thus requiring zero iterations (one-pass). No direct compari-
son with other results gathered from other literature is included as
most works do not include the entire set of variables (e. g. sample
rate, variable precision and other implementation details) needed to
make an objective comparison. The results are given in figure 21, with
actual errors given in tables 3 and 4, showing the results for the 50

and 5 period ahead predictions respectively. Different parameters of
the ReTS algorithm have been empirically tested first on the 50 period
ahead prediction. It was found that Ω = 15 and r = 0.5 resulted in
the lowest error values.
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Algorithm Clusters/rules Ω Radius Step size RMSE NDEI

ReTS 65 15 0.5 0.098 0.396

DENFIS 33 0.01 0.076 0.308

ANFIS 72 0.1 0.176 0.710

Table 3: yt+5 benchmarking results

The benchmarking results show that the ReTS algorithm is outper-
formed in both benchmarks by either DENFIS or ANFIS. It must be
noted however that these are not one-pass algorithms which makes
them less suitable for on-line application. In addition, the traditional
ANFIS algorithm has a runtime of about 10 minutes, about a fac-
tor 10 longer compared to ReTS and DENFIS. Despite the fact that
the ReTS is outperformed on this benchmark, these results are still
considered promising as this is the first proof-of-concept of the im-
plementation of the basic model in r. Furthermore, these findings are
in line with Angelov & Buswell (2002) and Angelov & Filev (2004),
who also found the model was outperformed by these algorithms.
As noted before, the strength of the algorithm is the evolving nature
and ability for on-line application, therefore the eTS may prove to
perform better in other scenarios than static benchmarks. Also when
reviewing the results in terms of R2 values, for the t+ 5 benchmark,
the ReTS algorithm has an R2 value of 97.7, showing the prediction
is extremely accurate when compared to using the mean of the time
series.

Remarkably, ANFIS performs worse in the 5 period ahead predic-
tion compared to the forecast of 50 periods. While this is very unin-
tuitive as predictions closer in time tend to be more accurate, it may
have something to do with the strong periodical component in the
benchmarking dataset. The large recurring pattern may equalize the
effects of t + 5 or t + 50 predictions as in both cases the algorithm
will be trained on the same signal. In a real world scenario when
predicting demand, a pattern like this is not expected. Furthermore
the behavior may be the result of incorrect parameters as ANFIS has
shown to be able to outperform both ReTS and DENFIS in the t+ 50
benchmark. This example shows the importance of setting the cor-
rect initial parameters (e. g. step size and cluster radius). Since there
is no structural method known, this is done empirically most of the
times. This means these systems, although mostly self learning, still
require some human intervention, increasing the amount of subjec-
tivity in the model. Albeit outperformed, the ReTS implementation
benchmarking shows promising results that are in line with other
research, adequate for the application to a real world problem.
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Algorithm Clusters/rules Ω Radius Step size RMSE NDEI

ReTS 65 15 0.5 0.173 0.701

ReTS 65 20 0.5 0.174 0.705

ReTS 65 1 0.5 0.175 0.707

ReTS 68 15 0.3 0.215 0.869

ReTS 65 15 0.8 0.176 0.710

DENFIS 33 0.01 0.076 0.308

ANFIS 72 0.01 0.076 0.305

Table 4: yt+50 benchmarking results
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Figure 21: A comparison of the predicted outputs of yt+50 (black: actual
time series, purple: predicted)
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Figure 22: Mackey–Glass time series with periods without output

5.3.4 Mackey-Glass variants

While the framework used for the actual application is introduced
in the subsequent chapter, at this point it is worth to note that an
iterative process of improvement is used. Meaning that the bench-
marks have been enhanced based on findings from the real–world
data set. In order to test the algorithm in situations that represent a
better approximation of a real–world demand pattern three different
scenarios have been tested. As the customer demand is expected to
follow seasonal patterns over longer periods of time, the result of the
Mackey–Glass equation has been offset with a sine with a period of
500 samples and an amplitude of .2 (the amplitude is 20% of the nor-
malized signal). The algorithm was able to incorporate trends, as can
be seen in figure 23a. The value of the errors only changed by a small
amount; 0.129 and 0.629 for RMSE and NDEI respectively.

Since it is also expected there will be no demand for some periods,
the Mackey–Glass equation has been transformed to have longer pe-
riods with a value of zero. This has been achieved by offsetting the
signal by its mean (≈ 0.5) and taking the maximum of the positive val-
ues; max (0, x) ∀x. The algorithm performed well with error values of
0.094 and 0.7726 (RMSE/NDEI). A graphical representation is given
in figure 22. At some points in time the purple line seems interrupted,
for these periods an output of zero is expected.

Finally, tests have been conducted to assess the ability of the al-
gorithm to cope with jitter. Real–world situations are not expected
to follow pattern with only a very strong periodical component but
also include variance from multiple sources such as measurement er-
rors. Uniformly distributed noise has been generated using the runif Part of the stats

packagefunction with a maximum amplitude of 10% of the signal. To achieve
stable behavior the covariance matrix initialization variable, Ω, had
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Figure 23: Mackey–Glass variants

to be reduced to 5
2. Stable forecasts have been achieved with error

margins found to be 0.181 and 0.708 (RMSE/NDEI) (figure 23b).

5.4 additional benchmarks

To provide more in–depth insights in the functioning of the system
this section reviews the performance of the algorithm on two addi-
tional datasets. An input vector similar to (48), with identical time
periods of previous observations, is used in both occasions.

5.4.1 M-competition data

To test the algorithm on a dataset closer to real–world data, it was cho-
sen to select time series used in the Madrakis–competition. While the
dataset library provided by Hyndman (2015b) contains a substantial
amount of different datasets, it was difficult to find a benchmarking
dataset on product demand with erratic behavior similar to the time
series found at the involved company. For this reason a dataset from
an entire different field of study was selected.

The dataset that is being used describes the monthly river flow in
cubic meters per second (CMS) of the Oostanaula river measured at
Resaca, Georgia. A town background to a large battle in the American
Civil War, which is re-enacted yearly, but it is unlikely this has influ-
enced water flow measurements. The dataset set spans 815 months,
from 1893 until 1960 (Hipel & McLeod, 1994). The results, listed in
table 5, are in line with expectations; very similar to the results found
with the Mackey–Glass time series benchmark. A graph showing the
accuracy of the forecast is included as appendix D.1.

2 While stability issues in general have been resolved by reducing the value of Ω, this
variable still requires substantial fine–tuning efforts for different datasets in order to
achieve sensible results.
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Algorithm Clusters/rules Ω Radius Step size RMSE NDEI

ReTS 29 5 0.5 0.153 0.881

DENFIS 56 0.01 0.166 0.917

ANFIS 10 0.01 0.405 2.237

Table 5: yt+50 M-Competition benchmarking results

5.4.2 Square wave signal

For further analysis the ReTS algorithm has been tested with a square
wave signal. The square wave has interesting properties as it has a
high autocorrelation but also steep sides that test the stability of the
system. The signal has a duty cycle of 50% and a period takes 50 sam-
ples (i. e. 25 periods 0 and 25 periods 1). The settings for the algorithm
have been unchanged from the previous section; cluster radii set at
0.5 and an Ω value of 5.

At first sight figure 24 shows the algorithm is actually trying to de-
scribe a more complex signal. This may be partially incorrect as the
(approximately infinite) steep sides of square wave functions actually
contain the entire frequency range and harmonic distortions, some-
thing on which the algorithm may react by forming clusters as seen
in section 5.3.1. The error values are 0.356 and 0.712, RMSE and NDEI
respectively (number of clusters: 6), detailed results are included as
appendix D.2.
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Figure 24: 5 period ahead prediction of the square wave by the ReTS
algorithm
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As only integers are expected, the outcome of the algorithm has
been rounded to approximate the square wave function (also included
in appendix D.2). This shows the prediction is slightly lagging be-
hind.

5.4.3 General benchmark findings

The results of the benchmark test have generally been positive, and
the error margins are in line with earlier research. Especially on the
Mackey–Glass time series, the ReTS algorithm has shown to provide
stable results. In addition, the algorithm performed well on deriva-
tions of the standard Mackey-Glass time series that may be more rep-
resentative for real–world situations. A benchmark with real–world
data was based on a dataset used in the Makridakis–competition also
was successful. Finally the test with the square wave signal did show
a small weakness with the algorithm trying to over fit the signal.

The autocorrelation of the benchmarking datasets is quite high. The
PCBA demand on the other hand, is expected to have lower autocor-
relation values and follow a more erratic pattern, thus making it more
difficult to predict.



6
P C B A D E M A N D F O R E C A S T I N G

Now that the ReTS implementation has been benchmarked and is
performing as expected, the algorithm may be applied to forecast
customer demand. While the model by Mitroff et al. (1974) is still ap-
plicable to this chapter (as the solution and proof phase), it was chosen
to use an additional framework to be used specifically for the applica-
tion of the algorithm. A methodology aimed at data mining has more
detailed steps, which should guide the application better.

The model that is used is known as the CRISP–DM process model
(Wirth & Hipp, 2000), one of the more common data mining method-
ologies used in practice. The model describes six phases, as can be
seen in the overview of the model, which is included as appendix E.
The initial step is developing business understanding, this is already
covered by chapter 2 and because of this, will not be repeated in this
section. The other phases are covered in the subsequent sections of
this chapter. Note that the framework is actually of an iterative na-
ture (i. e. phases can be revisited multiple times), although this is not
mentioned explicitly in this text, this approach is also used for this
project.

6.1 building a data set

This section starts with an analysis of the available data and is fol-
lowed by the actual ETL and processing of the data set.

6.1.1 Data understanding

One of the strengths of the algorithm is the ability to process exoge-
nous data (i. e. other data than just the time series itself). The selection
of exogenous variables may be based on empirical findings. For a pri-
ori selection, variables are based on theories found in literature or
experience of users for example.

To facilitate this application, several interviews with managers have
been conducted to find relevant variables for the prediction of cus-
tomer demand. The selection of exogenous variables for a model does
add a form of inevitable subjectivity, but the effects of this will be min-
imized as long as there is a clear connection (Field, 2013). Therefore
this section provides a rationale for the choice of these variables.

From the interviews it was found that the EMS market is very sus-
ceptible to the economic cycle. This phenomenon is expected to in-
fluence both the index for semiconductor related companies and the

52
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PMI EURIBOR PHLX Stock Forecasted yt−1 yt

PMI 1 0.111∗ 0.075 -0.051 0.120∗ 0.251∗ 0.260∗

EURIBOR 0.111∗ 1 -0.680∗ -0.853∗ 0.089 0.149∗ 0.130∗

PHLX 0.075 -0.680∗ 1 0.886∗ -0.201∗ -0.024 -0.023

Stock -0.051 -0.853∗ 0.886∗ 1 -0.187∗ -0.111∗ -0.100∗

Forecasted 0.120∗ 0.089 -0.201∗ -0.187∗ 1 0.018 -0.018

yt−1 0.251∗ 0.149∗ -0.024 -0.111∗ 0.018 1 0.050

yt 0.260∗ 0.130∗ -0.023 -0.100∗ -0.018 0.050 1

Table 6: Correlations, ∗ denotes the correlation is significant at the 99%
confidence interval. Output values y are based on product T

PMI Euribor PHLX Stock
index

Q R S T

µ 0.491 0.134 0.341 0.403 0.143 0.234 0.120 0.525

σ 0.133 0.105 0.271 0.334 0.155 0.256 0.192 0.200

Table 7: Mean and standard deviations of endo- and exogenous variables
(values are based on normalized data sets)

stock index of the customer. Besides stock indices, to incorporate in-
formation on the sentiment of the market, it was chosen to include the
US purchasing managers index, as it was found to be a reliable source
on the general market sentiment (Lindsey & Pavur, 2005). In addition,
since the EMS industry is relatively capital intensive and transactions
are stated in Euro, the 12 month Euribor rate will also be included.
The data set will be composed from the following sources (the actual
retrieval methods and providers are mentioned in appendix G);

- Historical demand at different time periods,

- n-period ahead customer forecast,

- United States ISM Purchasing Managers Index (PMI),

- Euro Interbank Offered Rate (Euribor),

- Customer stock index (NASDAQ global select),

- PHLX Semiconductor Sector index.

For the dependent variables, four products labeled Q through T,
have been chosen that have a large impact on the production pro-
cess, plant capacity or cost price. Products with a similar profile are
expected to have the largest gains from implementing the algorithm.
In general these products have a high demand, high cost price and
regular lead times. The demand pattern for product T is visualized
in figure 27. Other products are included as appendix H. A dataset
with a length of 270 weeks (or over 5 years), is available for every vari-
able. When investigating the linear correlations between the variables
(table 6), there are mainly weak correlations between independent
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variables. Albeit quite small, the dependent variable yt does show
significant correlations with most of the independent variables. A no-
table exception is the correlation with itself (yt−1), indicating a low
autocorrelation, which will be examined in depth later in this sec-
tion. Also, the customer forecast seems to have a low correlation with
the actual demand, thus suggesting poor quality of the forecasts sup-
plied by the customer. Weak correlations do not necessarily indicate
there is no causal relationship, because the standard Pearson correla-
tion coefficient is only sensitive to linear relationships (i. e. no higher
order relationships can be examined). For this reason it may still be
viable to include some variables that do not show an apparent linear
relationship.

Moving to correlations between independent variables, the correla-
tion between customer stock and PHLX, is a result of the customer
also being included in the PHLX index. Also the correlation between
the interbank interest rate and stock indices is quite strong. This may
be considered a spurious relationship as the European Central Bank
(and other western banks) have taken unconventional financial mea-
sures as a result of the economic crisis. The effect of this happens to
coincide with the natural long–term growth of stock indices. While
intuitively it may seem wrong to include highly correlated indepen-
dent variables in the model, as would be the case with regular regres-
sion analysis for example, the redundancy is expected to be offset
automatically by the L-fwRLS routine reducing the magnitude of the
regression parameters for these variables. In addition, other authors
have used eTS algorithms with highly autocorrelated variables and
did not explicitly mention any issues (e.g. Angelov & Zhou (2006)).

Looking at the correlation of the variable with itself at different
time periods, a highly autocorrelated variable may actually consid-
ered to be desirable, as it indicates a significant periodical compo-
nent on which evolving fuzzy systems are known to excel. This can
be seen in the Mackey-Glass time series benchmark for example. The
demand pattern for products has almost no periodical component
however (figure 25), which may increase the difficulty of predicting
time series with the algorithm.

6.1.2 Data preparation

One of the main challenges with the preparation of the data was
the correct handling of the forecast data. As the data provided by
the customer is not suitable for direct application to the algorithm,
the data needs to be transformed first in order to correspond to the
format similar to (48). If the algorithm is required to operate in a true
on–line fashion extra logic is needed which directly communicates
with the electronic data interchange (EDI) of the customer through
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Figure 25: Autocorrelations of different dependent variables (dotted line
denotes the 95% confidence level)
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Figure 26: An overview of the ETL process

an application program interface (API). This would not require a lot
of effort but is not relevant in this stage of the project.

The entire process, which can be seen in figure 26, starts with the
gathering of the forecast through the electronic data interchange of
the customer. This is done on a weekly basis and serves as input for
the planning department and ERP, the exact procedures behind the
generation of the forecasts is outside the scope.

The forecasts are copied to a local file share (SBM) and are orga-
nized per week/year. This data can not be copied directly to an SQL
server as it is inconvenient to have a separate table for each forecast
per week. For this reason, a program has been written in C# to aggre-
gate the weekly forecasts per year (see appendix F for the code). One
table is generated containing the weekly forecasts for an entire year
for all products, instead of 52 separate tables for each week. After the
aggregation, the files are loaded into a SQL database and a separate
table is created for each year. To provide information on a per-product
basis, several views have been defined in SQL, aggregating the data
per product. Since the customer provides a 52 week ahead forecast
for each product, the dimensions of a table with the historical fore-
cast data over one year will have the dimensions (52× 104). Each row
contains the forecast for one year ahead at a given week (table for
one year so 52 weeks in total). The columns contain the forecast for a
given week, since at week 52 the forecast is one year ahead, 52+ 52
columns are needed for every table.

Subsequently the data is loaded into the actual statistical environ-
ment by means of a JDBC driver that allows for direct execution of The implementation

in r of JDBC is
provided by the
RJDBC package.

SQL statements and storage of results in data frame objects. Some
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additional operations are needed in R to create a data set in the right
format. Let matrix D be the original data from the SQL database with
the dimensions (52× 104), and I the identity matrix. The identity ma-
trix is offset with a number of columns n, representing the amount
of periods ahead the prediction will be. The vector with the ŷt+n
prediction may be found by a simple matrix multiplication;

Pcustomer = I
T
offset ·D. (50)

A vector like this will be generated for each year and is augmented
with other vectors to generate a single vector for multiple years. Next,
all variables have been normalized to fit the range [0, 1] as suggested
by Chiu (1994). To allow for a correct error calculation, the values of
the customer forecasts are being normalized with the minimum and
maximum values of the actual demand (i. e. the normalized values;
actual demand and customer forecasts, are directly comparable). A
key is provided for each normalized product which allows to calcu-
late the actual number of products. The key in the form of y = αX+β

allows to calculate the actual number of products y from a given nor-
malized value X. If β is larger than zero the following equation should
be used;

y(X) =

αX+β if X > 0,

0 else.
(51)

Since this is an on–line algorithm, future data may take higher values
than 1 as it is impossible to account for higher values in the future in
the normalization process. The point of the normalization is to be able
to generalize the radii of the clusters. As the system is not expected to
change drastically, this will not influence the performance too much
as small changes to the cluster radius have been found to have little
effect on the benchmark data (table 4).

6.2 modeling and results

An approach similar to the one used for benchmarking will be used
for the application to the data set. The main point of interest will
be the comparison of the ReTS algorithm to the customer forecast,
comparisons with DENFIS and ANFIS are also included however.

6.2.1 Initial efforts

The total dataset consisting of 270 weeks has been used for the initial
application of the algorithm and was used to predict 5 periods ahead
(weeks in this case). Since ReTS is an on-line evolving algorithm, there
was no need to define separate training data. The ANFIS and DENFIS
algorithms did require this however. It was therefore decided to use
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Figure 27: Normalized demand for product T

the first 200 samples for training and the remaining 70 for verification.
The results of the forecasting are given in table 8. Figure 28 is given
for illustrative purposes. The results and plots for other products are
included in appendix I.

To allow for reproduction of the results, settings for all algorithms
have been given. The values between parenthesis denote the follow-
ing options; ANFIS: (number of labels, number of iterations, step
size), DENFIS: (threshold, maximum number of iterations, step size,
membership function width), ReTS: (cluster radius, Ω). Variables for
all algorithms have been empirically adjusted until an optimum was
reached.

The ReTS algorithm has shown to perform slightly better compared
to some of the customer forecasts but the margins are quite small in
terms of RMSE and NDEI. The results range from an improvement of
around 30%, to a forecast that is almost 30% worse compared to the
forecast by the customer. The reduction of accuracy is quite remark-
able considering the fact that the customer forecast actually is part
of the input data set. Thus the algorithm is expected to perform at
least as well as the customer forecast. Besides this, when eyeballing
the results the output of ReTS seems to have a smoothing effect and is
unable to take periods without any demand or demand spikes into ac-
count, leading to overproduction or underproduction in most weeks.

Based on these results the algorithm is not suited to be imple-
mented in its current state. The inability to predict periods with con-
stant or zero demand does provide some handles on how to improve
the functioning of the algorithm however. When examining the func-
tions to calculate the potential of clusters and data points, (35) and
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(31) respectively. It can be seen that the potential of a cluster strongly
decreases if the distance between the current and previous sample is
high. With the decreased cluster potential, this is expected to stimu-
late the system to create clusters in these situations.

When examining figure 18a, it actually shows that the system has
a tendency to create clusters on parts of the signal that are relatively
steep (i. e. have a large distance between current and previous data
points) as these are considered to contain more information. In the
case of forecasting with mostly constant demand, including long pe-
riods without demand, this may be undesirable as the algorithm has
a tendency of averaging the demand.

Settings Number of Rules MSE NDEI

ANFIS (2, 10, 0.1) 19 0.525 2.647

Cust. Forecast 0.272 1.358

DENFIS (0.1, 10, 0.1, 8) 40 0.207 1.040

RETS (0.5, 10) 18 0.196 0.979

Table 8: Comparison of algorithms (product T, 5 week forecast,ŷt+5)
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Figure 28: 5 week ahead forecast of product T (aggregation: weeks)

Since the data set for demand forecasting is a factor 16 smaller
compared to the Mackey-Glass data set, an experiment has been con-
ducted to investigate the effects of up sampling the data. The data set
was up–sampled with a factor 10 by means of linear approximation.
The approximation was made by the approx function, part of the zoo
package in r. The Ω value was also increased by the same figure to a
value of 50. Theoretically the algorithm should show increased stabil-
ity as the behavior of the signal is less erratic (i. e. changes in demand
develop over a larger amount of sample). This resulted in marginal
improvements over the results in table 8; 0.125 RMSE, and 0.435 NDEI,
but even with these improvements the algorithm is still not a substan-
tial improvement compared to the customer forecast.
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Figure 29: Autocorrelation before and after aggregation of product T,
dotted line: 99.5 % confidence interval

6.2.2 Aggregated forecasting

To tackle this problem the algorithm can be rewritten to put more em-
phasis on periods with constant demand. This would require quite a
lot of effort as the functions by Chiu (1994) would have to be rewritten
and the algorithm has to be tested and verified again. Another option
would be to aggregate the periods to create a monthly forecast, by
taking the mean over a month, for most products this would reduce
the amount of periods without any demand and result in more sta-
ble behavior. Although this is not suitable for direct input into the
ERP. The data may still be relevant and aid the planning and control
departments. A function was written in r to calculate the mean over
m periods for the entire dataset. For this experiment, an aggregation
level of one month is being used. After an analysis of procurement
and production cycle times, a relevant forecast was found to be two
months ahead.

As may be expected, the aggregated demand patterns do show
more stable behavior with less periods without any demand. In addi-
tion, the autocorrelation coefficients have been found to be higher for
the aggregated demand, this increases the effectiveness of predicting
future demand based on historical time series (figure 29). Hypothet-
ically, this should result in a smaller error margin compared to the
weekly forecast. When reviewing the results (table 9, figure 30 and
appendix I.2) it may be concluded that the ReTS algorithm is able
to outperform both the 2 month ahead customer forecast as well as
other evolving algorithms. The average improvement by using the
ReTS algorithm for the four selected products, as supposed to the
customer forecast is found to be around 28%. Furthermore, when
looking at the model perquisites, the analysis of errors shows they
are normally distributed (Shapiro–Wilk test: W = 0.5972, p–value =

4.813 × 10−8). This can be seen as a substantial improvement com-
pared to the weekly forecasts and strong evidence in favor of the
application of the algorithm to demand forecasting. While the results
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are promising, the next challenge may be found in the translation of
the 28% improvement to an actual cost reduction and/or improved
efficiency at the involved company.
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Figure 30: 2 month ahead forecast of product T (aggregation: months)

Settings Number of Rules MSE NDEI

ANFIS (2, 10, 0.1) 11 0.180 1.761

ARIMA 0.093 1.038

Cust. Forecast 0.119 1.042

DENFIS (0.1, 20, 0.1, 8) 20 0.187 2.060

RETS (0.5, 10) 7 0.082 0.715

Table 9: Comparison of algorithms (product T, 2 month forecast, ŷt+2)

6.2.3 Rule-Base evolution

Because of the ability to evolve to changing circumstances, it is inter-
esting to investigate the evolution of the rule–base. At this point it
may be important to recall that the creation of a new cluster occurs
when a new relationship between variables is found (the antecedent).
If the outcome of a relationship changes, only the consequent part
(the regression parameters) should change.

Since the relationship between variables is not expected to show
large variations, especially compared to applications of the algorithm
to control systems, such as HVAC appliances for example (Angelov
& Filev, 2004), clusters are expected to be formed during the initial
stages of the process and remain constant after time. This behavior
can in fact be seen in figure 31, with most clusters being created dur-
ing the first periods. Note that there is no cluster formed around
month 14. This can be explained by cluster three being in close prox-
imity to the sample and thus being updated in stead of adding an
extra cluster.
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Figure 31: Cluster formation over time (red: maximum cluster potential,
green: sample potential, gold: cluster)

As an experiment to see if the algorithm is able to cope with sud-
den demand shifts, the final 35 months of the data set used in the
analysis have been offset by a value of 0.5. Since the relationship be-
tween exogenous variables and the demand would remain the same,
no new clusters are expected to be added to the system. The conse-
quent does change however, as the magnitudes of the linear equations
are different. The results have been in line with expectations and are
included as appendix I.5. An Ω value of 15 was found to be too high
and again resulted in instable behavior, after lowering the value to 1,
stable results have been achieved.

6.3 intermezzo ; arima modeling

As stated in section 4.5, the incorporation of values at previous time
steps has similarities with AR models (and derivatives, e. g. ARIMA).
For the sake of completeness, this intermezzo will briefly touch upon
the performance of ARIMA models when applied to demand fore-
casting.

A standard ARIMA model, as given in (52), is fitted to the dataset
by means of the Hyndman and Khandakar algorithm Hyndman &
Khandakar (2007), which internally uses the Akaike Information Crit-
era (AIC) to optimize the model parameters. The parameters p, d and
q represent the order of the autoregressive part, the order of differenc-
ing, and the order of the moving average respectively. The algorithm
is iteratively used to tune the parameters and predict the demand for
2 months ahead (open–loop).

The prediction is conducted using forecast package also by Hynd-
man (2015a). The methodology used for the assessment of the results
and correctness of the model is based on the process suggested by
Hyndman & Athanasopoulos (2014), which is included together with
the code for open–loop prediction as appendix I.3.

ŷ = µ+φ1yt−1 + . . .+φpyt−p − θ1et−1 − . . .− θqet−q. (52)
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Figure 32: ARIMA predictions (per month) yt+2

The residuals are tested on the distribution of errors and possible
autocorrelation;

- Distribution of errors: The Shapiro–Wilks test is significant with
W = 0.677 at p = 3.627 · 10−6,

- Autocorrelation: The Ljung–Box test is insignificant (correct re-
sult as no autocorrelation of residuals should be present); X2 =
24.693,df = 20,p = 0.2134.

The predictions have an error margin of 0.093 and 1.038 (RMSE/N-
DEI) which is only slightly worse compared to the ReTS algorithm
and an improvement over using the customer forecast. This is the
only model that is tested which only uses the time series itself and
no exogenous variables. It is therefore interesting to see that at least
for this product it is possible to improve the forecast without any
external knowledge. Even without the predictions by the customer.

6.4 cost analysis

To understand the implications of the improved forecasting, this sec-
tion provides a simple heuristic for an inventory policy based on the
monthly forecast. The heuristic is used for a simulation on historical
data and to review the performance of the forecasting algorithm.

The simulation is an approximation of policies that are currently
being used to manage the supply chain. For simplicity it is assumed
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that the entire production is based on a make–to–order basis. Mean-
ing that the procurement of components for a product is started after
an order is placed. In reality for common surface mounted technol-
ogy (SMT) components, such as semiconductors in the standard 0603
package, a safety stock is kept. The holding costs of these components
will be neglected as they only represent a small fraction of the cost
price1. If an order is canceled by a customer, it will be assumed that
the products are kept in stock by the producer. This policy may be
seen as a type of vendor–managed inventory (VMI) and is expected
to be used for more customers in the future at the company. Finally,
there is much emphasis on agility within the entire Neways group.
For the supply chain this means that exceptions can be made to prior-
itize certain products if they are expected not to meet the requested
delivery date, the heuristic also incorporates this. The entire proce-
dure is written in r and included in appendix I.4. Also note that the
main point of the heuristic is simplicity, other heuristics that take into
account multi–echelon inventory are expected to perform better.

To allow for WIP inventory to have priority, a production pipeline
with WIP inventory has been defined. Figure 33 shows a pipeline
of a product with a lead time of two months. The heuristic can be
summarized as follows;

1. Initialization: The work–in–progress (WIP) pipeline will be filled
with inventory according to the forecast to exactly meet the de-
mand expected two time periods ahead.

2. For every time period;

a The inventory position IP is calculated by subtracting the
demand D from the available inventory I.

b If there is backlog, WIP inventory will be prioritized be
able to fulfill the demand directly at a fixed penalty cost
per product cp (dotted line in figure 33). If the demand
cannot be met by prioritizing WIP inventory, there will be
backlogged demand that will be fulfilled in the next pe-
riod.

c The amount of new products that will be produced is the
expected demand after the lead time (two periods) minus
the expected inventory position at that time. If WIP inven-
tory is used, this amount will be added too.

The simulation will examine one product over a timespan of 20 months.
It takes two months to produce the product and a fictive cost price of
EUR 3000 was set. The holding costs ch are set at 10% of the cost price

1 The components that influence the cost price the most are mainly specialized or
uncommon components which are not kept in stock. Such as the bare printed circuit
board (PCB) and legacy or high precision ICs.
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Figure 33: The simplified production pipeline

Forecast Inventory Backlog Priority Est. costs

[product/month] [product/month] [product] [EUR]

Customer 107 1 6 35400

ReTS 61 7 10 22800

Table 10: Simulation results

per product per month. Penalty costs for priority and backlogged
products are set at 10% and 50% per product respectively.

- Product cost price C: EUR 3000 [per product],

- Holding cost ch: EUR 300 [per product per month],

- Backlog penalty cost cb: EUR 1500 [per product per month],

- Priority penalty cost cp: EUR 300 [per product].

When examining the results (table 10 and figure 34), for this sce-
nario the ReTS algorithm outperforms the customer forecast. Despite
the 4 occasions with backlog (7 products), there was a total cost re-
duction of around 36% (or EUR 7560 per year) for this product. While
these figures are fictive, they should be seen as an approximation of
possible cost savings. In addition, the inventory is reduced by 43%, at
the cost of seven backlogged units.
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Figure 34: Simulation results (red: demand, purple: backlog, black:
inventory) measurements over month 30–50
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6.5 evaluation

As hypothesized in section 2.6, improved forecasts should help to
reduce inventories, decrease the communication with suppliers and
increase the overall utilization. These results can only be achieved if
concrete actions for end–users can be deducted from the forecasts. As
the current planning procedures are based on the weekly forecasts
by customers it is not possible to directly implement the improved
forecasts. Because of this it is important to accurately describe ways
the monthly forecasts can be incorporated into operational processes.

Another example of the forecasting output, which can be seen in
figure 35, shows the absolute errors in terms of products for the cus-
tomer forecast and algorithm. With the second period for instance,
the ReTS algorithm expects a demand of 9 products whereas the cus-
tomer forecasts requires a number of 16. In reality however, the de-
mand for this period turned out to be 10 products, which means a
backlog of 1 product (decreasing the delivery performance) or addi-
tional stock of 6 units (increased holding costs) for the ReTS algo-
rithm and customer forecast respectively. It may be very difficult to
find a correct trade-off between these two as the only mode of the
algorithm is single–point predictions. The level of uncertainty of the
forecast is unknown as it is not yet possible to give a confidence in-
terval because of different sources contributing to the inaccuracy. For
the consequence part (least squares heuristic) it may be possible to
derive the confidence limits, but it is difficult to assess and quantify
the error margins of the clustering algorithm.

Moreover, with the algorithm still in its infancy it may be better
to develop a hybrid system instead of using the algorithm output
as direct input for the ERP, thus utilizing both the knowledge and
expertise of the planning department together with the mathematical
power of the algorithm. In this case the system would have a more
advisory role.

The simple heuristic and simulation for one product shows that
the operational costs could be reduced by a significant factor if an
algorithm like ReTS is implemented. As fictive costs and simplified
policies are used, a more in depth analysis of costs is needed to assess
the actual gains. The benefits in terms of reduced workload for the
planning department and increased utilization should be assessed on
a per product basis, as the results are dependent on the required ser-
vice levels and product characteristics (i. e. product complexity, num-
ber of different suppliers, etc.). In terms of inventory levels, more ac-
curate calculations of the costs caused backlog or extra inventory are
needed, in order to assess if it is feasible to implement the algorithm.
It is expected however that the average improvement of 28 per cent of
the forecasts in terms of forecast accuracy will result in a significant
cost reduction if implemented.
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Figure 35: Comparison of errors over 26 periods for a certain product, ŷt+2

6.6 deployment

While the actual deployment of the model is outside the scope of this
text, this section provides some insights in possible actions which
have to be taken in order to allow for the system to be used in an on-
line fashion. First some practical challenges are examined, followed
by a brief overview of possibilities of implementation of the algorithm
as a forecasting support system (FSS).

6.6.1 Practical Considerations

Beginning with the extraction of the data, a batch approach has been
used. If the algorithm was to be implemented, this would have to be
rewritten to an on-line service in order to have current information.
For the external data used such as indices and stock exchanges, this
information is readily available. The link with the EDI of the customer
may be more difficult as a batch-wise export is currently used. For
the actual implementation it may be necessary to write logic to allow
for a real time exchange between the EDI and the SQL servers, thus
circumventing the need of manual exports and storage on a SBM file
share, which may be prone to errors as it requires human interaction.

Moving on to the front-end of the system, a GUI is needed to allow
for easy interaction with the algorithm and forecasts. There are many
different possibilities for the actual realization; Shiny, Java GUI or
WPF (.NET) to name a few, but regardless of this, the challenge lies in
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Figure 36: Scenario 1: Automatic FSS variant

helping the end-users to better understand how the algorithm came
to a certain forecast.

6.6.2 Towards a Forecasting Support System (FSS)

As noted in B.5, the fuzzy nature of the algorithm may aid in pro-
viding more human centric insights in the process to the forecast. This
may however be more of a challenge than it may seem initially, since
it is very difficult to extract information that is relevant to the fore-
cast and also understandable for end-users. A desirable output may
have a form like the following example; “Because of the low PMI value
and high customer forecast of product X during the past month, the demand
for this product is expected to be slightly lower compared to the customer
forecast for the next month.“. Constructs like this are actually possible
with the current algorithm but do require extra research on linguis-
tics and the usefulness for end-users. An output in this fashion may
also be more in line with research by Blattberg & Hoch (1990) which
suggest a system like this to have a more advisory role instead of a
black box with crisp inputs and outputs. To incorporate the forecasts
generated by the ReTS algorithm, two distinct scenarios have been
proposed, with the main differentiation being the level of automation.
In the first scenario, figure 36, a two month ahead forecast is gener-
ated based on historical time series and exogenous variables. Since
the output is given per month, the mean per week is used. Based
on this number the forecast will be entered into the ERP. While this
approach would require the least amount of effort, it would demand
an extreme level of confidence in the algorithm, something very diffi-
cult because of the absence of a confidence interval. In addition, users
would not be able to adjust predictions, possibly reducing the effec-
tiveness of the forecast (Fildes et al., 2009). It must be noted that the
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latter argument does not always hold, as some users are expected to
make damaging–to–accuracy adjustments despite a computer display
showing them that they are reducing the accuracy, known as the illu-
sion of control (Lim & O’Connor, 1996). In addition, since an average
is being used, this may effect service levels (especially type–1 as it is
event orientated). For these reasons an implementation in this fashion
is not recommended in this case.

In contrast, instead of relying on automation, the second scenario
would be strongly oriented on supporting decision makers of the
planning department. The fundamentals will still be the same, but
the 2 month ahead forecast will be analyzed to find anomalies (such
as large deviations compared to the customer forecast) and these
should be presented via a user interface (UI) to the planning depart-
ment, which in turn will take action if deemed necessary. The design
of such a forecast support system (FSS) is unfortunately outside the
scope if this thesis, as understanding the correct mode of application
in terms of user interface and controls may form the base of a sep-
arate investigation itself. A starting point may be study on different
use cases of FSS by Asimakopoulos & Dix (2013), who found that
the communicative aspects (i. e. the presentation of the forecast and
collaboration possibilities), user interface and usability are important
for the success of FSS implementations. With the algorithm showing
promising results, the next step should be the investigation of neces-
sary elements required for the FSS.

Note that both example scenarios expect the planners to be the end–
users of the system. In case of an extended pilot, such as suggested
by Davenport (2006), the algorithm can be used as–is, as all compo-
nents for batch–wise operation (e. g. ETL, execution of the algorithm)
are functional and automated. This however should be conducted by
users with knowledge of the R programming language and statistical
data analysis.
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6.7 managerial implications

Since the application of the algorithm resulted in an improvement of
the customer forecasts, this section will examine the possible implica-
tions from a managerial perspective. This analysis will partly coincide
with the previous part, as the implementation of the algorithm (or
FSS) requires substantial efforts. Regardless of the choice of imple-
mentation form (fully automated, hybrid or an extended pilot), the
results will have to be assessed on unambiguous performance indica-
tors. One of the more essential elements is the cost–benefit analysis,
which should result in an expected ROI period and list all important
cost factors. While an extensive cost–benefit analysis is out of scope
for this thesis, this section can be seen as the starting point of a larger
investigation focused on cost calculation. On a higher level, the anal-
ysis can be seen as an inventory optimization problem for stochastic
demand, a very common topic in operations management. This usu-
ally involves finding an optimum in terms of the amount of inventory
to hold against certain constraints such as service levels (Silver et al.,
1998). Since the only modus operandi of the algorithm is single point
prediction, the effectiveness of different policies has to be assessed
based on historical data.

For an analysis of feasibility, a more accurate cost analysis is needed.
When looking at the relevant costs, improved forecasting is expected
to influence the total cost of;

- the amount of deltas that have to be communicated by the Plan-
ning and Control department,

- inventory levels of final goods,

- the amount of WIP inventory,

- unscheduled overtime labor.

A study may be aimed at investigating more relevant cost factors (the
list above is not exhaustive) and calculating exact values in order to be
able to provide a cost–benefit analysis. Besides assigning costs, some
aspects also require concise decisions on how to measure them to be
used as a KPI. Based on the analysis it may be decided to continue
the project and move towards a FSS such as described in section 6.6.
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The need for accurate forecasts at the SKU level is known to play an
important role in optimizing the supply chain, even for companies
producing on a make–to–order basis (Yelland, 2006). With the EMS
industry known to be susceptible to the economic cycle, this further
complicates forecasting demand. Furthermore, forecasting demand
is even more challenging due to the inter-relateness of variables, the
presence of outliers and possible trend shifts (Fildes & Beard, 1992).
This effect is amplified as a result of the typical high-mix, low-volume
demand experienced at Neways.

The results of improved forecasts can lead to significant mone-
tary savings, greater competitiveness and better customer satisfac-
tion (Moon et al., 2003). Through interviews with employees, this
review found some of the possible preceding factors; decreased hold-
ing costs, reduced communication with suppliers to communicate
changes and an increased utilization of production resources.

7.1 the choice for an evolving fuzzy algorithm

Evolving fuzzy systems are known to perform well in dynamic envi-
ronments as they are able to change their internal structure to match
new circumstances (Angelov & Buswell, 2002). In addition, the on-
line nature of the evolving Takagi-Sugeno algorithms meant it would
be possible to use the algorithm in a real–time fashion. The algorithm
also has shown to perform well in other areas, such as the prediction
of water leakage (Birek et al., 2014). For these reasons it was decided
to implement the evolving fuzzy system by Angelov & Filev (2004).

7.2 algorithm implementation and results

The algorithm has been written in R and was verified with the Mackey–
Glass time delayed differential equation. Initial results showed ex-
tremely instable behavior due to overcompensation for errors by the
L-fwRLS routine. This was solved by reducing the initialization pa-
rameters, more specifically the Ω parameter of the covariance matrix.

The selection for exogenous variables has proven to be quite a chal-
lenge, as it is very difficult to find variables with a theoretical back-
ground that explain the demand at the SKU level. The algorithm is
able to tune regression parameters and correct for weakly correlated
variables but the forecasts could perhaps be improved by the selection
of better exogenous variables.

70
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In addition, for the weekly forecast, the system was unable to cor-
rectly identify periods with constant demand, as no clusters are gen-
erated on these parts. Instead of redesigning the algorithm, it was
chosen to work around this behavior by aggregating the time series
on a per month basis. At this aggregation level, the algorithm did
perform well.

To refer back to the research question; Can a firm increase the accu-
racy of customer forecasts through the incorporation of an evolving
fuzzy algorithm? The figures may speak for themselves; at least for
the 4 products that have been examined, an average improvement of
28% has been realized for the monthly forecasts in terms of forecast
accuracy. Furthermore, simulation results for one product show a re-
duction in inventory levels of 43% and a resulting decrease in costs of
36 %. The question may therefore be answered positive, as it is very
likely for firms to increase the forecasting accuracy (over the supplied
customer forecasts) by using an evolving fuzzy algorithm.

Although the results have shown to be extremely promising, some
caveats must be added to form a proper conclusion.

- Even with normalized data sets, the eTS algorithm is highly Highly dependent
on initial variablessensitive to correct settings of initialization parameters. Other

tested evolving algorithms (ANFIS, DENFIS) have shown a sim-
ilar sensitivity in the same circumstances. The setting of the cor-
rect initialization value for the covariation matrix (Ω) is very
important to ensure stability. An optimum can only be found
by empirically setting the value and assessing the results (sec-
tion 5.3.3).

- Although the algorithm is able to adapt to a given signal. The Limited modeling
abilitiesparadigm of describing systems by dividing their behavior in

areas that can be described with linear equations may also have
its limits. An example may be the inability of the algorithm to
capture erratic demand patterns such as the time series of the
weekly demand (section 6.2.1).

- The next criticism may be seen as more fundamental; While the Good in describing
systems, bad
prediction capability

algorithm may be good in describing the historical behavior of
the system, this may not hold for the future. As systems may
change due to unforeseen circumstances. While one of the great
strengths of the algorithm is the ability to adapt to new circum-
stances it is not able to predict them. The regime shift experiment
(section 6.2.3) shows that the algorithm will change the internal
structure shortly after another output pattern is observed. But
it was not able to predict this however, as the system had never
observed such behavior before.

The last argument is extensively described by Makridakis et al. (2009),
who discerns two kinds of uncertainty; uncertainty that can be quan-
tified (e. g. coin tosses, historical system behavior) and a form that
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cannot be quantified (e. g. financial bubbles, natural disasters). It is
argued that these kind of forecasting algorithms excel in describing
the first kind of uncertainty but fail for the latter. Events such as the
subprime mortgage crisis in 2008 were impossible to predict by algo-
rithms. In addition, the 2010 flash crash in which a market value of
1 trillion USD vanished in around 36 minutes, is even regarded as
caused by automated high–frequency forecasting algorithms (Easley
et al., 2011).

On a positive note however; although the limitations of forecasting
algorithms are important aspects to keep into consideration, after all,
the results count. The algorithm has been proven to improve forecast-
ing accuracy when applied to the prediction of PCBA demand.

7.3 suggestions for further research

This research has resulted in a proof–of–concept of the algorithm ap-
plied to demand forecasting at SKU–level in the EMS industry. The re-
sults have been successful, providing possibilities for further research
in this area. A useful area to expand upon would be the effect of
other variants of the algorithm on forecasting results. The current im-
plementation is identical to the approach by Angelov & Filev (2004).
Future research may be aimed at implementing algorithms that have
additional functionality, such as variable cluster radii and on-line in-
put selection. The implementation in the R programming language
was purposely written in an object oriented paradigm to allow for
these kind of additions with minimized efforts.

Moreover, the single-point prediction may make it difficult to as-
sess the accuracy of the algorithm. Further research may be aimed at
finding ways to incorporate a confidence interval in the prediction.
While this may be a challenge due to multiple sources of errors (such
as described in 6.5), this would greatly increase usability.

Besides this, research could be oriented at improving the algorithm
by providing forecast advice in natural language. Constructs like this
are actually already possible but do require some additional code
to make sure relevant output is being generated. A system in this
fashion has also been suggested by Blattberg & Hoch (1990).

Finally, for the implementation of the algorithm at the involved
company, additional research is needed. This would require an inves-
tigation on the requirements for a forecasting support system (FSS),
such as conducted by Asimakopoulos & Dix (2013) and further inves-
tigation of costs and benefits.
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B
B A C K G R O U N D O N F U Z Z Y S E T T H E O RY

This appendix is included to build an understanding of fuzzy set
theory. The first section may be regarded as more philosophically
orientated, it covers topics such as vagueness, a philosophical con-
struct central to fuzzy set theory. This is followed by a brief explana-
tion Zadeh´s fuzzy set theory and corresponding mathematical con-
structs. The chapter ends with a brief introduction to fuzzy logic. It
may be clear that not all topics regarding fuzzy theory are being cov-
ered; elements such as α− cuts, required convexity of fuzzy sets and
possibility-theory are not being treated for example. This chapter is
only meant as an introduction.

b.1 vagueness

To understand the concept behind fuzzy sets, it is of importance to
understand the concept of vagueness in a broader sense. Vagueness in
philosophy is an intriguing and broadly covered topic, and perhaps
may be best described by examining Sorites Paradox. This paradox is
named after the vague object of which it is concerned, namely a heap
(sorites being Greek word for heap).

The paradox has two premises: When standing next to a 4 meter
large pile of sand for example, the object is considered a heap; this
may be seen as the first premise. The second premise is that, if we
would remove one grain of sand from the heap, the object may still
be considered a heap.

The paradox may be found in the iteration of the second premise
and possible conclusion. After repeating the second premise, if enough
grains of sand are removed, only one grain will remain. According to
the two premises, one might argue that one grain should still be con-
sidered a heap. And if not, when did it change from being a heap
to not being a heap? The answer to this paradox has proven to be
difficult to find with classic logic.

(…)

Figure 38: Sorites Paradox
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Moving from the philosophical domain, the idea of vagueness and
relationship to classical set theory has been described since the early
1930´s. Most notably by Black (1937) and Hempel (1939), who were
one of the first scholars to describe the notion of vagueness and the
discrepancies it caused when applied to classical sets. These short-
comings of traditional logic have also been acknowledged by Russell;

“All traditional logic habitually assumes that precise
symbols are being exployed. It is therefore not applica-
ble to this terrestrial life, but only to an imagined celestial
existence.“ (Russel, 1923)

One of the most convincing examples to show the shortcomings of
traditional logic, is the application of classical negations to vague con-
cepts. A natural reaction to the paradox would be to argue that the
second premise is false. If one of the premises is false, the conclusion
would also be incorrect. However, according to classic logic, this im-
plies that with the rejection of this premise, the negation is accepted.
This may also be considered unacceptable since at some point in time,
the removal of a single grain would in fact lead to the entity not being
considered a heap anymore.

Both Black and Hempel, mainly focused on the effects of vagueness
in natural language (Rolf, 1980), and the implications from a philo-
sophical point of view (such as the issues described above). Although
these are classical works and may be considered groundbreaking, due
to their philosophical nature, these concepts found no applications in
other fields of science.

It is worth to note that the example used here, is entirely focused
on linguistic vagueness (in much of the same fashion as Black and
Hempel´s works). There are some scholars however, that dismiss the
notion that all vagueness is of a linguistic nature, and propose the
idea of vague objects such as Van Inwagen (1990). Others even consider
vague instrumental music as a proof that vagueness is not only bound
to linguistics (Sorensen, 2011). This however, may be seen as a pure
philosophical discussion that does not influence the logic behind the
concepts of fuzzy set theory.

b.2 fuzzy theory

The actual paradigm shift occurred some 30 years after publication of
Black and Hempel´s work, in 1965, with the introduction of Zadeh´s
article on Fuzzy Sets (Zadeh, 1965). The article describes an extension
of classical set theory with non-crisp sets, named fuzzy sets, which
he described as a class with a continuum of grades of membership.
Most importantly, Zadeh further elaborated on fuzzy sets by defining
various operations. Zadeh describes a fuzzy set (class) A in X as;

µA : x→ [0, 1], x ∈ X. (53)
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The paper proceeds by examining various operations on fuzzy sets,
with the fuzzy complement, intersection and union being the most
common (see equations below, note that A and B are fuzzy sets with
x ∈ X).

A(x) = 1−A(x), (54)

(A∩B) = min[A(x),B(x)], (55)

(A∪B) = max[A(x),B(x)]. (56)

The fuzzy operations in equation (55) and (56) are known as t-norm
and t-conorm respectively and each have different implementations.
For an overview of available classes of t-(co)norms, consult Klir &
Yuan (1995, pp. 74 & 82).

Interpretations of fuzzy theory

The previous section has examined the notion of vagueness and pro-
vided a way to describe this phenomenon using fuzzy set theory.
Ironically, the use of fuzzy set theory is inherently vague itself, as
there are different interpretations of the exact meaning of member-
ship functions. Dubois & Prade (1997) describe three different seman-
tics of fuzzy sets; similarity, preference and uncertainty. While being
a very interesting topic, the interpretation does not have implications
for real–world use. In this text membership functions are used to de-
scribe the degree of similarity (similar to the application in Sorites
paradox), as in µA (x) represents the degree of similarity of x to pro-
totype elements of A (Almeida, 2014).

b.3 multi-valued logic

The broader concept behind logic can be seen as the analysis of meth-
ods of reasoning (Mendelson, 1964, page 1). Referring back to Sorites
paradox; with classic-logic, the object either belongs or does not be-
long to the class of heaps, there is no middle ground. Łukasiewicz
coined the idea of adding another variable, representing an interme-
diate value (£ukasiewicz, 1920). This departure from classical (or two-
valued) logic would help to answer Sorites paradox by stating that the
second proposition has a lower truth-degree when compared to the
first one (since it may be clear that it is not applicable in every situa-
tion). Several three-valued type of logics have been recognized, each
with its own rationale (Klir & Yuan, 1995). Applications have been
found in SQL-databases for example, as an extension to null values
(Rubinson, 2007).
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Set theory Boolean algebra Propositional logic

P(x) B L(v)

∪ + ∨

∩ · ∧

− − −

X 1 1

∅ 0 0

⊆ 6 ⇒

Table 11: Isomorphisms among different types of logic (Klir & Yuan, 1995)

b.4 fuzzy logic

Fuzzy propositions and fuzzy logic have an important role in numer-
ous applications of fuzzy set theory, this final section will briefly cover
fuzzy logic. The concept of logic in general is applicable to a multiple
of mathematical theories. As long as the cardinalities of all the sets
(P(x), B, L(v)) are kept equal, the isomorphisms allow for operations
of propositional and Boolean algebra to be used on fuzzy sets. The
correspondences can be seen in table 11.

Compared to classical propositions, fuzzy propositions differ in
their truth-value. For boolean and propositional logic a proposition
is either true or false, whereas fuzzy propositions the truth-value is a
number on the continuous scale [0, 1].

A fuzzy proposition in the form of p : V(i) is F with i ∈ I, could be
used for Sorites paradox in the form of;

p : Height(i) is Heap. (57)

The degree of truth-value will be determined by the membership
function;

T(p) = Heap(Height(i)). (58)

b.5 why fuzzy theory

The use of fuzzy sets allows for the incorporation of real-world con-
structs and helps us to move beyond the crisp, black-and-white nota-
tion of classical set theory. In addition, the incorporation of logic into
fuzzy sets makes it possible to define logic using regular linguistic
syntax. Since fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic may be seen as an ex-
tension to classical set theory and logic, resulting in a way of notation
that feels very natural if one is already familiar with the non-fuzzy
notation.

Fuzzy set theory may be the key to describe factors that are diffi-
cult to process with traditional set theory. As can be seen later, with
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many socio-economic factors involved in the forecasting of demand
(or in fact, any other time series concerning demand, prices or other
economic construct), forecasting mechanisms using fuzzy set theory
do perform well. In addition, since fuzzy logic is close to natural
language, the resulting rule-set from these kind of algorithms may
require less effort to understand, which will aid decision makers in
evaluating the outcome of these algorithms.
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A D D I T I O N A L B E N C H M A R K I N G D ATA

Extra results on the additional benchmarks found in chapter 5. Note
that the black line in graphs represents the original signal, the purple
line is used for the prediction.

d.1 river flow data
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Figure 39: 2–month ahead river flow prediction
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Figure 40: Autocorrelation of the river flow data, dotted line denotes 95%
confidence interval
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d.2 square wave
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Figure 41: Autocorrelation
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Figure 42: Cluster formation for the square wave
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Figure 43: Rounded results with yt+5
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II  The CRISP-DM reference model

The current process model for data mining provides an overview of the life cycle of a data mining project. It contains the 

phases of a project, their respective tasks, and the relationships between these tasks. At this description level, it is not

possible to identify all relationships. Relationships could exist between any data mining tasks depending on the goals, the

background, and the interest of the user–and most importantly–on the data. 

The life cycle of a data mining project consists of six phases,

shown in Figure 2.  The sequence of the phases is not rigid.

Moving back and forth between different phases is always

required. The outcome of each phase determines which

phase, or particular task of a phase, has to be performed

next. The arrows indicate the most important and frequent

dependencies between phases. 

The outer circle in Figure 2 symbolizes the cyclical nature 

of data mining itself. Data mining does not end once a 

solution is deployed. The lessons learned during the

process and from the deployed solution can trigger new,

often more-focused business questions. Subsequent data

mining processes will benefit from the experiences of previous

ones. In the following, we briefly outline each phase:

Business understanding

This initial phase focuses on understanding the project objectives and requirements from a business perspective, 

then converting this knowledge into a data mining problem definition and a preliminary plan designed to achieve 

the objectives.

Data understanding

The data understanding phase starts with initial data collection and proceeds with activities that enable you to 

become familiar with the data, identify data quality problems, discover first insights into the data, and/or detect

interesting subsets to form hypotheses regarding hidden information.

10 CRISP-DM 1.0

Data

Deployment

Evaluation

Data
Preparation

Modeling

Business
Understanding

Data
Understanding

Figure 2: Phases of the CRISP-DM reference modelFigure 44: The CRISP-DM framework

Image courtesy of
IBM - SPSS
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1 ï»¿/* SQL DATA PREPPER

2 * Author: Max van Rooijen

3 * (max.van.rooijen@neways.nl)

4 *
5 */

6

7

8 using System;

9 using System.Collections.Generic;

10 using System.Linq;

11 using System.Text;

12 using System.IO;

13 using System.Globalization;

14

15 using System.Data;

16 using System.Data.OleDb;

17

18 namespace sequalDataPrepper

19 {

20 class Program

21 {

22 static string loc = @"<Data Dir>";

23 static void Main(string[] args)

24 {

25 Console.WriteLine("Sequel data prepper - v0.1")

;

26 Console.WriteLine("max@triangle1.net");

27 Console.WriteLine("Enter any key to start \n");

28 //Console.ReadLine();

29

30 // settings

31 int year = 2011;

32

33 // create dataframe

34 DataTable dt = new DataTable();

35 dt.Columns.Add(new DataColumn("Vendor"));

36 dt.Columns.Add(new DataColumn("Material"));

37 dt.Columns.Add(new DataColumn("Short text"));

38 dt.Columns.Add(new DataColumn("Plant"));

39 dt.Columns.Add(new DataColumn("MC"));

40 dt.Columns.Add(new DataColumn("Type"));
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41 dt.Columns.Add(new DataColumn("Week"));

42 // create columns

43 for (int col = 0; col < 52; col++)

44 dt.Columns.Add(new DataColumn("W" + (col +

1).ToString() + ’/’ + year.ToString()));

45 for (int col = 0; col < 52; col++)

46 dt.Columns.Add(new DataColumn("W" + (col +

1).ToString() + ’/’ + (year + 1).

ToString()));

47

48 int offset = 6;

49

50 // print result

51 foreach (DataColumn dc in dt.Columns)

52 {

53 Console.Write(dc.ColumnName + ’\n’);

54 }

55

56 // get dirs

57 string[] files =

58 Directory.GetFiles(loc);

59

60 foreach (string str in files)

61 {

62 string fName = str.Split(’\\’).Last().

Substring(13, 6);

63 string dtformat = "yyMMdd";

64 DateTime currdate;

65 DateTime.TryParseExact(fName, dtformat,

66 null, System.Globalization.

DateTimeStyles.None, out currdate);

67

68 dt = readTabtxt(str, GetIsoWeekOfYear(

currdate), offset, dt);

69

70 Console.WriteLine(GetIsoWeekOfYear(currdate)

.ToString() + ’\n’);

71 }

72

73 // write csv

74 var lines = new List<string>();

75

76 string[] columnNames = dt.Columns.Cast<

DataColumn>().

77 Select(column

=> column.
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ColumnName

).

78 ToArray();

79

80 var header = string.Join(",", columnNames);

81 lines.Add(header);

82

83 var valueLines = dt.AsEnumerable()

84 .Select(row => string.Join(",

", row.ItemArray));

85 lines.AddRange(valueLines );

86

87 File.WriteAllLines(loc + "\\aggregate.csv",

lines);

88

89 Console.ReadLine();

90 }

91

92 static DataTable readTabtxt(string location, int

week, int offset, DataTable tbl)

93 {

94

95 // read all lines

96 string[] lines = File.ReadAllLines(location);

97 List<string> ls = lines.ToList();

98 ls.RemoveAt(0);

99

100 foreach (string line in ls)

101 {

102 string[] cols = line.Split(’\t’);

103 DataRow dr = tbl.NewRow();

104

105 // write product names etc.

106 for (int cIndex = 0; cIndex < offset; cIndex

++)

107 {

108 dr[cIndex] = cols[cIndex];

109 }

110

111 dr[(offset)] = week;

112

113 // write forecast info

114 for (int cIndex = 0; cIndex < (cols.Count()

- offset - 1) &&

115 (cIndex + week + offset) < tbl.Columns.

Count; cIndex++)
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116 {

117 dr[(cIndex + week + offset)] = cols.

ElementAt(cIndex + offset + 1);

118 }

119

120 tbl.Rows.Add(dr);

121 }

122

123 return tbl;

124 }

125

126 public static int GetIsoWeekOfYear(DateTime time)

127 {

128 DayOfWeek day = CultureInfo.InvariantCulture.

Calendar.GetDayOfWeek(time);

129 if (day >= DayOfWeek.Monday && day <= DayOfWeek.

Wednesday)

130 {

131 time = time.AddDays(3);

132 }

133

134 // Return the week of our adjusted day

135 return CultureInfo.InvariantCulture.Calendar.

GetWeekOfYear(time, CalendarWeekRule.

FirstFourDayWeek, DayOfWeek.Monday);

136 }

137 }

138 }
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- Euro/USD currency pair. Source; ContiGroup Companies, Inc,
Url: http://www.global-view.com/forex-trading-tools/forex
-history/index.html, Type: csv export, Retrieved; 04/06/2015,

- United States ISM Purchasing Managers Index (PMI). Source; Quandl,
Inc., Url: https://www.quandl.com/data/ISM/MAN_PMI-PMI-Composite
-Index, Type: Microsoft ® Excel™ export. Retrieved; 04/06/2015,

- Euro Interbank Offered Rate (Euribor), Source; Deutsche Bundes-
bank, Url: http://www.bundesbank.de/Navigation/DE/Statistiken/
Geld_und_Kapitalmaerkte/Zinssaetze_und_Renditen/Tabellen/

tabellen_zeitreihenliste.html?id=16074, Type: plain text ex-
port, Retrieved; 06/06/2015,

- NASDAQ–100 index, Source: The NASDAQ OMX Group, Inc.,
Url: http://www.nasdaq.com/quotes/nasdaq-100-stocks.aspx,
Type: csv export, Retrieved; 14/06/2015,

- Customer stock index (NASDAQ global select), Source: The NAS-
DAQ OMX Group, Url: available on request, Type: csv export,
Retrieved; 14/06/2015,

- PHLX Semiconductor index, Source: The NASDAQ OMX Group,
Url: http://www.nasdaq.com/symbol/soxx, Type: csv export, Re-
trieved; 14/06/2015.
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(b) Product R
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(c) Product S

Figure 45: Historical normalized demand for different products over 250

weeks
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Figure 46: Histogram of the weekly demand for product T, binwidth set at
0.05. The distribution approximates a Gaussian distribution, as

is expected by the central limit theorem.
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Settings;

- ANFIS: (number of labels, number of iterations, step size),

- DENFIS: (threshold, maximum number of iterations, step size,
membership function width),

- ReTS: (cluster radius, Ω).

i.1 weekly forecasting

Settings Number of Rules MSE NDEI

ANFIS (5, 10, 0.01) 61 0.818 1.150

Customer Forecast 0.139 0.998

DENFIS (0.1, 10, 0.01, 5) 20 0.294 2.640

RETS (5, 10) 10 0.183 1.089

Table 12: Product Q, ŷt+1

Settings Number of Rules MSE NDEI

ANFIS (5, 10, 0.01) 96 0.342 1.332

Customer Forecast 0.406 1.585

DENFIS (0.1, 10, 0.1, 1) 40 0.207 1.040

RETS (5, 10) 15 0.279 1.089

Table 13: Product R, ŷt+1

Settings Number of Rules MSE NDEI

ANFIS (5, 10, 0.01) 11 0.171 0.885

Customer Forecast 0.324 1.695

DENFIS (0.1, 10, 0.1, 1) 19 0.363 1.874

RETS (5, 10) 12 0.139 0.723

Table 14: Product S, ŷt+1
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Figure 47: A plot containing the entire 250 periods, showing the ability to
incorporate trends.

Settings Number of Rules MSE NDEI

ReTS (.5, 11) 10 0.113 0.747

Customer Forecast 0.206 1.355

Table 15: Product Q, ŷt+2
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Settings Number of Rules MSE NDEI

ReTS (.5, 11) 7 0.042 0.507

Customer Forecast 0.065 0.784

Table 16: Product R, ŷt+2

Settings Number of Rules MSE NDEI

ReTS (.5, 11) 10 0.041 0.382

Customer Forecast 0.0676 0.626

Table 17: Product S, ŷt+2

i.2 aggregated forecasting
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Figure 48: Creation of clusters over 75 months, note the tendency of the
algorithm to create clusters on steep parts of the signal.(Gold:

clusters, dotted blue line: signal)

i.3 arima modeling

The auto.arima() function, by Hyndman & Athanasopoulos (2014), is
being used to aid in finding the correct ARIMA parameters.
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Figure 49: ARIMA fitting methodology, (Hyndman & Athanasopoulos,
2014)

1 # closed open loop arima

2 arima.pred <- NULL

3 for (i in 39:65) {

4 model <- auto.arima(tf$actual[1:i])

5 t <- forecast(model, h=2)

6 print(t$mean[2])

7 arima.pred <- rbind(arima.pred, t$mean[2])

8 }

9 # error arima

10 t.error <- (tf$actual[41:65] - arima.pred[1:25])^2

11 sqrt(mean(t.error, na.rm = TRUE))
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12 sqrt(mean(t.error, na.rm = TRUE))/sd(tf$actual[41:65], na.

rm = TRUE)
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Figure 50: ARIMA autocorrelation of errors, no autocorrelations can be
observed (positive result)

Forecasting results

Some additional information on the ARIMA forecasts (for illustrative
purposes). The variables p, d, q change for each period as an optimal
model is fitted for every time period (hence the different values for
figures 51 and 52).
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Forecasts from ARIMA(2,1,0)                   
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Figure 51: ARIMA forecast over 25 periods (note that only the first 2

periods are being used)

Forecasts from ARIMA(0,1,2)                   
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Figure 52: ARIMA forecast over 2 periods

i.4 inventory control heuristic

Note that KEYalpha and KEYbeta are given after normalization of the
data set and should be used as in given in (51).

1 # scenario synthesizer

2

3 # data prep for ETS FC

4 data <- cbind(tf$index, tf$actual, predy$V2)

5 data <- as.data.frame(data)

6 data$V2[data$V2 > 0] <- round(data$V2 * KEYalpha + KEYbeta)

7 data$V3[data$V3 > 0] <- round(data$V3 * KEYalpha + KEYbeta)

8 names(data) <- c("index", "actual", "forecast")
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9

10 # data prep for CUST FC

11 data <- cbind(tf$index, tf$actual, tf$pred)

12 data <- as.data.frame(data)

13 data$V2[data$V2 > 0] <- round(data$V2 * KEYalpha + KEYbeta)

14 data$V3[data$V3 > 0] <- round(data$V3 * KEYalpha + KEYbeta)

15 names(data) <- c("index", "actual", "forecast")

16

17 # mod data

18 data <- data[20:55,]

19

20 # settings

21 prodTime <- 2

22 maxRushperiod <- 1

23

24 # init

25 t.buffer <- data$forecast[1:prodTime]

26

27 t.stock <- NULL

28 t.backlog <- NULL

29 t.ip <- NULL # inventory position

30

31 stat.stock <- NULL

32 stat.backlog <- NULL

33 stat.prio <- NULL

34

35 # loop

36 for (i in 1:length(data[,1])) {

37 demand <- data$actual[i]

38 forecast <- data$forecast[i+prodTime]

39

40 # available

41 t.available <- t.buffer[1] + t.stock

42

43 # calculate backlog etc.

44 t.ip <- t.available - demand

45 t.stock <- max(0, t.ip)

46 t.backlog <- abs(min(0, t.ip))

47

48 # shift buffer and decide on production qty

49 t.buffer <- c(t.buffer, max(0, (forecast - t.stock + t.

backlog)))

50 t.buffer <- t.buffer[2:(prodTime+1)]

51

52 # decide to prio production

53 if (t.backlog > 0) {
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54 for (k in 1:maxRushperiod) {

55 if (t.backlog > 0 ) {

56 t.backlog <- max(0, t.backlog - t.buffer[k])

57 t.buffer[k] <- max(0, t.buffer[k] - t.backlog)

58 print("prio")

59 stat.prio <- rbind(stat.prio, c(i, 1))

60 }

61 }

62 }

63 stat.stock <- rbind(stat.stock, c(i, t.stock))

64 stat.backlog <- rbind(stat.backlog, c(i, t.backlog))

65 }

i.5 regime shift experiment
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Figure 53: A (simulated) sudden change in demand (blue: forecast, black:
actual demand), ŷt+2
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Figure 54: Cluster creation and potential for figure 53 (red: maximum
cluster potential, green: sample potential, gold: cluster)
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